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ASSUA0.
i

The problem of forcasting technological change is investigated. Machines
and computer programs having "problem solving" capabilities are examined I
to determine their usefulness in aiding or replacing the human forecaster.

The literature on human problem solving was also reviewed. The following
conclusimos were reached:

1. The nature of the forecasting problem precludes the use of computer-
type problem solvers developed to date.

2. The application of information science techniques, namely; descriptors

representing technological concepts, the forces acting to change the
technology and the laws governing the change, appear to offer the most

promise in assisting the human forecaster.

Accordingly, a quasimathematical model was developed using matrix

notation to describe a technology. An example of a forecast of computer
tecbnology made several years ago is included.
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THE EVALUATION OF TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES AS APPLIED

TO PROBLEM SOLVING

1. SUMMARY OF THE STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This is the final report of a study project on the prediction of technological
breakthroughs. The Purchase Request PR No. 63-317, Rome Air Development
Cerier, referred to the study under the heading used above as the title of this
report l~ut requested "engineering senriceir to perfcrm an evaluation of moni-
toring scientific information to predict technological breakthroughs in advance.
The first objective of this effort shall b'3 to define the problem solving task -
of predicting technological brealthrolighF. in specific and measurable terms-. ..
The second objective is to conduct an investigation of those schemes . .. which
appear promising as replacements for the human problem solving actvit...
Finally, the investigator shall deacribe the research program required to
develop and evaluate those tehius .. t

The proposal subrnhted by The Moore School of Electrical Enginse ~Ing,
University of Pennsylvania, provided for englngering sorvices for cme year cm
tie evaluation of teolmiques and devices as @49hed to problm solving. The
st-.Wy was to bo pursued in the following four overlappin `.iaaes:

(1) a comprehensive literature review of psyebologiosi research into
problem solving, decision making, Invention end visight, %nd computer
research Into huaristic propaffimmng, arftlolal intelligence, and
self-orgmalslng systems,

(2) the description, definiton and idn~iainof the qualitative features
of creative thialdug ad problem solving,

(3) a critical review anid evaluation of "h potentials of elec-tromechanicai
substitutes for human prroblema solving, and

(4) the preparation of a detailed program of reesarch atuted at implei-
mentL.j the better potential substitutes evalukted in phase three.

Results of the first three phases form the body of sections 2, 3, and 4. T'h.
fourth phase was omitted at the written request of the sponsor to permit a
greater expenditure of time and effort on the first objective of f' e PR. Otbzr
changes in direction were requested by the sponsor during the course of the
study, leading to examination of additional topics. Results of the aded studies
are reported in sections 5 through 8.



Work began with a delineation of the following three areas of study:

(1) the characterization of the creative ab!fities of individuals and groups
W of people and of their motivations to attain the goals of society, of its

science, and of its technology,

(2) the application of computers to problem solving, as well as to self-
organizing techniques and the study of learning abilities,

(3) mathematical techniques of prediction theory, including statistical
measures.

Major emphasis during the first half of the project was placed upon the
most relevant aspect of the second study area, namely, mechanized problem
solving procedures as an element of technological forecasting. The stat- of tht
art was reviewed and structured and a number of conclusions were drawn.
Results of this work are discussed in section 2.

At the same time, a search rr.' critique of the literature on (1) human
problem solving and (2) creativit7 was initiated. These studies continued
through the course of the project and their results are described in chapters 3
and 4.

A change in direction during the second quarter called for assessing and,
where possible, describing the techniques used by human analysts in perform-
ing the predlctcon function, with a view to mechanization. The sponsor sug-
gested that greater emphasis be placed upon the human forecasting aspects of
the study while reducing emphasis on mechanical cov.siderations.

In particular, research was Initiated on descriptive task analysis of human
creativity and human problem solving. This was recognized as a formidable
task; however, a model was conjeotwrd as a basis for the study. The model
is described in section . It appeared that pgning would be useful to obtain
eqperimcntal data for firming up the model. The use of gaming is discussed
in section 8; it appears to haIe value beyond the determination of human fore-
casting procedures, and particularly in developing formal mechanizable fore-
casitng techniques of the type now to be described.

From the study of machine-oriented problem solving, it became clear
that certain elements of forecasting were omitted from machine-oriented
problem solvers described to date; the latter dealt with problems having
(a) a single specified goal to be reached from (b) known initial conditions
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in accorbmtene %ith (c) explicitly prescribed rules. On the other hand,
effective tec~tnolngical forecasting is characterized by:

(1) unspecified and subjectively inneterminate goals,

(2) multipliciry of potential goals,

(3) incomplete knowledge of the initial state of technology,

(4) incomplete knowledge of the forces being applied to the present state
of teehnology, and

(5) incomplete knowledge of the laws of change, i. e. the effects of the
various applied forces on the state of technology.

It soon became clear that the incomplete knowledge of initial state of
technology, forces and laws of change was partly due t the lack of precise
delineation of these factors. Formulation of precise delineations appears to
require the application of techniques from information science, especially the
use of descriptors representing technological concepts and relevant at.ributes
of motivating forces. The laws of change can then be applied by linking and
associating the technology and force descriptors through synonymic, gi.~ric,
conceptual, interdisciplinary, and other relatlonships.

As mentioned, the descriptive techniques scAd to be applied not only to the
state of technology but also to the motivatft fores such as the activities of
scientists, political leaders, mad other Joy hlalvidoula the goals of research
and development organizations; the occurreace of mestlap among May Indi-
viduals and the siplflemce of maet• places; siCantifl, economic, and
political objective@ and events; *eW. This calls for avaMnMd application of
information storage and retriea tschaiques, aot caly to the manipulation of
documents but also to the informatio anid htsleimc oonained in the
documents.

The word "document" here reaie to my available message relevat to the
pertinent technology. Uportunataiy, relevame oamot always be determined in
advance; it often manifests Itself ally aftr aO ofpreclatlon of technological
developments has been pS.ed. A discussion of th application of advanced
information retrieval techniques is presented in mction S.

As a simple exmple of the application ,f Information science, a mathe-
matical model was developed during the third quarter which defined techno-
logical breakthrough as an ottremely rapid change in the stats of technology.

3



The state St at time t is described by one or more inlormation matrices;
essentially, these are selective projections of the total network description of
technology (as described in section 6) onto two-dimensional surfaces. The
particular example described in section 7 summarizes a successful techno-
logical forecact made some years ago for purposes of market planning. It
happens te be ar. active two-party competitive model, i. e. one in which tLhe
first party (the' forecaster) can influence developments in the hope of gaininw
advantage over the second party. In any case, it demonstrates a particular
application of techniques for information association in matrix format for the
purpose of technological forecasting in a semimechanical manner. The matrix
model is described in section 7.

It is clear from the foregoing that progress has been made in understanding
the elements of technological forecasting and that techniques for accomplishing
mechanized forecasting have been suggested. These techniques need to be
tested and refined. A possible approach is through game playing, which can
also be used to study forecasting strategies by humans. A sketch of the rele-
vant aspects of gaming is presented in section 8.

As often occurs in studies where the underlying problems are more com-
plex and intractable than Initially anticipated, there was a fair amount of
searching for the significant areas of research, both kv the study group and by
the sponsor. As a consequence, the study was wider in scope and less inten-
sive than originally anticipated. Neverthmles.-, important progress has been
achieved.

The elements of tocbnological forecasting are now better understood. For
example, the forecasting model is now recog••zed to be an iterative model,
moving forward from St to St+1 to St+2 ... , and using continuous prediction
techniques. On the other baId, byrmsinrough forecasting is disjunctive, simi-
lar in character to the kind of heuristic (and hence sometimes erroneous) fore-
casting practised by scisece fiction writers, soothsayers, and visionaries.
Heuristic forecasts are conjectures based upon incomplete knowledge, and
hence with subjectively e"luated credibility subject to fu re confirmation.
There can of course be disjunctive forecasts of some elements in an otherwise
iterative foreast; for example, the development of a civilization is usually
Iterative but with elements in the civilization advancing disjunctively.

It appears that the most promising avenue toward mechanization of fore-
casting Is through the use of information science techniques, by characterizing
the "significant" parameters of a specified area of technology (device, concept,
system, or process), the forces acting to advance or retard that area, and the
laws governing the chs., aes in technological state. Associated with the de-
scriptions of the forces and the laws of change are certain measures of
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relevance to the technology and of interdepmndence among the descriptive
parnmeterd, as well as tht mteraction rules and their dynamics.

It is now evident that more time might profitably have been spent in con-
ference with analysts accomplishing forecasting tasks, and would in fact bo
particularly effective now that the structure of the forecasting problem is
better understood. The result would be a sharper defiition of to, Jcasting
dynamics, research objectives and specific tasks to be accomplished.

As a logical continuation of this study, the investigator recommends that:

(1) the iterative model described in isect1o 7 and its formal extension
using the information science techniques described in section 6 should
be applied in a technological area of strong interest to the sponsor;

(2) the model should be tested in that area, refined, and generalized;

13,% games should be designed and played to test the model and to guide its
development and refinement; and

(4) the search for other forecasting models should be continued.

5
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2. MACHINE-ORIENTED PROBLEM SOLVING

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been widespread investigation into the are. f
w,-it is termed "Artifical Intelligence." Toward this end, various schemes
have been advanced for devices which are capable of solving certain types of
problems of varying degreee of complexity. Interesting problem-solving
devices attempt solution to problems for which no formal solution procedure
or algorithm is known. These devices employ "heuristic" or empirical rules,
which either produce a shortcut to solution or no solution at all. The more
advanced problem-solving schemes employ learning devices which permit the
o-erall problem solver to improve itself with experience.

A survey and comparison of the various problem-solving schemes is made,
both of specific problem solvers and of general models. A discussion of
learning and learning schemes follows.

A problem consists of three sets of entities, a set oi initial objects (axioms,
postulates, "facts," state of existence), a set of operating rules ("moves,"
operations, transformations, manipulations), and a goal description (final
states, desirable terminal conduLions, winning configurations). A valid solu-
tion to a problem consists of successive application of the operating rules to
the initial conditions in such a way that the goal description is satisfied. A
problem does not necessarily have a valid solution and it may have more than
one.

A trivial problem consists of small sets of initial conditions and operating
rules which combine in a necessarily small number of ways. All possible
combinations of thew, initial conditions and rules can then be examined, so that
if any valid solutions exist, they will be discovered. This procedure is known
as solution by exhaustive search. An example of a trivial problem is illustrated
in Figure ?.I which is a simple mae in which the initial condition is "you are
in state A," the single rule is "you may move from any state to any other state
which is connected to it by a line," and the goal description im "to be in state
B." Clearly, an exhaustive search in feasible.

A more Interesting problem Is oe which is not trivial, that is, one in
which an exhaustive search for the solution is not possible because of time,
storage, and/or energy limitations. If such a problem has not been solved
before, and a valid solution is not known, one must turn to inexact methods to
attempt solution.

6
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To characterize the problem of predicting techmological breakthroughs in
terms of proolem solving by machine, three levels of problem complexity are
distinguished here. At the simplest level, the objects are named and the
axioms or rules are specified in advance and the goal is identified in an explicit
statement. The problem is simply to find a path, preferably but not necessarily
close to the minimum path, from the given objects and rules to the proof or
disproof of the statement. A problem solving machine at this simplest level is
simpl-- a "proving machine." A typical example is the propositional calculus
problem solver illustrated in Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. Note that this level ot
problem solving corresponds to specifying A and B in Figure 2.1, with the
further assumption that all paths eventually lead to B.

In the second level of problem solver, the task is rendered more difficult
because the goal is specified as a general statement, such as "win the game."
The objects are named as before but only the primitive rules are specified.
Typical exarmples are checkers and chess, the major difference between the
two being the implicitly greater complexity of the latter. Both games perryit a
large variety of alternatives at each move, with exponmentially growing alterna-
tives possible at each successive move, as indicated In Figure 2.5. Look-
ahead to every achievable eventuality is impractical, if not impossible, even
with the fastest computing machines proposed to date. The number of ways in
which the game can be won, particularly in chess, precludes the strategy of
aiming for a small number of specified goals. The usual approach is to derive
composite or heuristic rules ("control the center of the board," "don't move
the queen until position has been established" to spesd the look-sbead process
by limiting alternatives, evye at the risk of ooaslodal poorer moves. The
complexity of the problem and the multiplicity of Acce sohltons charac-
terize this second level of problem solver.

In the third and most difficult level of prablesm solving, thM obJicts are not
all named, the rules an only partata pesoflesd, mitd t gO is only vaguely
stated. There may be more ta me valid solion. Moreover, valid solu-
tions may not be resopized; they may In omne cae not evm be recopisable
in the absuce of added Infoimatius or pmUof interpretation. Irrelevant
information may be provided and rt p of ft problm my be the (pragmatic)
evaluation of Information relevence. M•haimsed prdom solvers at this level
have not bee described In the open Iterare. Neve•thelss, this Is the level
of problem solving requred for predicting slmololal bh.
Because of the pragmatic consideratlms, It is liely that dvmnces in tOis area
will be aided by developments in memanized Intelligmce retrieval or in the
somewhat more easily mechanized docmmet and information retrieval field.

7



2.2 THE STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS

A problem statement may be either formal or informal. A formal problem
statement is one in which each of the three entities comprising the problem
(initial conditions, operating rules, goal description) is explicitly stated, so
that they comprise a completely defined set. This set is identical for the

problem stater and the problem solver. The size and complexity of the problem
is irrelevant. An example of a formal problem might be: "Given all the rules
of chess as the operating rules, and given this position of the chessboard as the
initial condition, mate in three moves." The goal is then a set of three move
sets, each of which leads to mate, and each one of which is a response for
certain moves by the opponent.

An informal problem is one for which the initial conditions and the oper-
ating rules, although they may be restricted in some way by the problem
stater, depend upon the experience and a priori knowledge of the problem
solver. It is the informal problem which is most generally encountered by
human beings, and which, at least at present, can only be solved by human
beings. Deterministically, the initial conditions of the problem include the
state of the problem solver, although this state is not (entirely) known to the
problem stater. Nevertheless, the problem stater need not state all conditions
and rules of the probirm, fo,. 1,e kinows that the problem solver is already
aware of mary of them f- some formn or other. An example of an informal
problem might be "Go to the movies." Inherent in this problem is donning the
proper attire for the theater in question, acquiring the necessary fee and
transportation to the theater, getting there at the correct time for the show,
etc., etc. The problem solver need not follow the course of action that the
problem stater would have, nor could the problem stater hove predicted this
course of action accurately.

Goal statements are also generally incomplete In informal problems, and
the solver is expected to complete or Interpret them. The example "Clean the
house" illustrates a problem statmment for which there might be differences of
opinion as to whether more spec~qcally stated goals apply. Would "Sweep the
floors" be sufficient to fit the goal description "Clean the house?" This
depends on the solver, and yet problems (informal ones) are often stated in
this way.

2.3 THE HEURISTIC APPROACH

When a problem solver has been active for a while, he will presumably
have met with some successes and some failures. If these are recorded,
successes may be repeated, and failures possibly averted when identical situ-
ations recur. Further, rules may be abstracted from similar situations tu
assist in proper choice of method of solution. These empirical rules are called

8



heuristics. A heuristic is an empirical rule which, in a given problem situa-
tion, favors certain approaches over others. The application of heuristics to
a problem which cannot be solved exhaustively makes solution possible within
available resources. The heuristic approach does not, however, guarantee the
discovery of all, or even any solutions. The better the heuristic, the higher
the probability, in a given situation, that its application will yield the (or a)
correct path toward a valid solution.

A problem solver .ho is able to record and learn from his exper.'nce,
and subsequently construct and test new heuristics is obviously superior to one
who is not able to do so. A heuristic is, by definition, an imperfect procedure
for problem solving. A procedure which always yields a solution for a specific
type of problem is known as ar algorithm. An algorithm is preferable to a
heuristic, but for most problems, algorithms do not exist. For very complex
problems, heuristics improve with experience.

An example of a heuristic in chess might be "take an opponent's piece
when you are able." This heuristic might be useful in some instances but
disastrouz in others. An improved heuristic might be "take an opponlt'b
piece when you are able, vnless you will lose more valuable pieces in an
exchange." Still other ir-provements are possible.

Heuristics are often arranged in a hierarchy, so that when more than one
applies, the one which is most likely to yield a valid solution within the situa-
tion will be applied.

2.4 THE FORMAL PROBLEM

Numerous investigtions have been made into nonhuman problem solving
devices. The only fouibln method, at promnt, fr theo mocanrotlo. of these
devices is through the u~s of a ganeral purpose digiftl ocomptr. Most of the
Investigations have restrited dtmW to speolalised probem Solvers which
operate within a very specifc aea, ret Is, whic solve only one specific type
of problem. Only formal problems have berm disomsd satesively to date.
Formal problem solvers load theselves to outs oroan digital oomputers,
for an explicit set of operatf rules am be symbolical represented, as well
as the initial conditions eand the pal desoriptm. The hierchy of heuristics
built into the problem solver determln Its approach to th problem. inmples
of the specialied formal problem solvers are obes. pkyig machines (1) (2)
(3), a geometry theorem proving maohla (4), eand a simp*e propositional
calculus proof machine (5). It will be noted that the sot of operating rules of
each of the above examples is small, and with the growth of a set of operating
rules, the possible approaches to valid solution grows expomnetially.



A further clarification of the shady difference between a formal and an
informal problem statement can be given in terms of the language of communi-
cations. The hierarchy of computer languages which exist and can be written
today serve well for formal problem solving devicer (although the construction
of memories which serve efficiently in learning devices are still crude).
Informal problems, however, are genezally stated in a human language, where
meanings of various symbols are not only inexact, but also changing with time.
A problem stated in human language renders the problem informal. An example
might be the chess heux istic: "defend the king." Unless very specific strategies
are outlined as to the meaning of king defense, the heuristic, and herefore the
problem solver, must be informal.

2.5 STATIC AND DYNAMIC PROBLEM SOLVERS

It is our general experience that human problem solvers improve their
technique with experience, and it might very well be that this principle holds
for formal devices as well, i.e., that devices which are designed to "learn"
from experience improve their problcm solving ability beyond the specific
capabilities built into them by their designers. The designers of each of the
problem solving devices discussed in this paper recognized this principle, and
discussed "learning" in problem solvers at least to some extent. A problem
solver which is capable of changing its automaton status or "input-output
transfer function" with time (in an attempt to improve its problem solving
ability) will be termed a dynamic problem solver. A dynamic problem solver
is illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Static problem solvers are more or less "stuck" with the heuristics
supplied them. These might be very good heuristics, and quite adequate to
validate the existencs of the problem solver. Heuristics always lend them-
selves, however, to some improvement, and the concept of learning in a
formal device merits further study.

Learning Is probably least useful at the lowest level described, for it is
nothing more then rote. There are probably very few situations in which this
type of learning alom cn be a~lled directly. A more practical learning situ-
ation is that ot the eoond type, and is the one most discussed by the authors of
the various problem solving devoes. The third level of learnhig might be
termed "abstraction and genralization," and has an Inherent "self-organizing"
quality. It is umdodtdably the hioet level, for a problem solving device with
such a capability would construct beuristics which had not been foreseen by its
builder. It would do so to further Its goal or "survival."(')

j
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Figure 2.1. Solution by kxhaustive Search
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Given: Li - R. (-PzQ)
Obtain: LO - (Qvp).3

Goal 1: Transform Li Into LO
Match produces position difference (AP).
coal 2: Reduce A P between Li and LO.

First operator found is 11.
Coal 3: Apply 11 to Li.

Goal 4: Transform Li into C(11).
Matoh succeeds with A - R and B -?-P>Q.

Produce new object:

L2 - (-r=Q).a

Goal 5: Transform L2 into LO.
Match produces connective difference (aC) in left subexpression.
Goal 6: Reduce AC between left of L2 and left of LO.

First operator found is 15.
Goal 7: Apply 15 to left of L2.

Goal 8: Transform left of 1.2 into C(L5).
Match produces comunective difference (&C) in left sub-
expression.
Goal 9: leduceC between left of L2 and C(R5).

Goal rejected: difference is no easier than
differeace is Coal 6.

Second operator found is 26.
Goal 10: Apply l6 to left of Lt.

Goal 11: Transform left of L2 Into C(C).
Match sueceeds with A a -P end 5 - Q.

floduce mor object:

0. - (1W41.1

Goal 12: Treasfore LU late LO.
Match produces positin differeMe ( A F) Ia left subexpression.
Goal 13: RedueeAt beween left of 03 ad left of LO.

First operator foed is I1.
Goal 14: Apply 11 to left of L3.

Goal 15: Treasfee. left of U3 into C(OO).
Match succeeds with A - F aOi I - Q,

Produce mew object:

1A - (QvO).

Goal 16: Transfcrm 14 into L0
Match showe 1Ai is Identical with LO, QW#.

Figure 2.4. Example of Logic Theorem Proof
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3. PROBLEM SOLVING BY HUMANS

As a first approach to a very complex subject, this section sets forth
some definitions and concepts which prevade most of the literature on problem
solving. Like many other areas in psychology, there are no definitive answers
to be given. Experimentation has been interpreted in terms of the experi-
menters' own theoretical out!ook; the conflict between S-R and S-S thinking
will evidence itself in some of the theoretical discussions which will follow.

3.1 PROBLEM-SOLVING BEHAVIOR

The first presentation will be based largely on W. Edgar Vinacke's The
Psychology of Thinking which appears to discuss more of the key issues in
problem solving than any other source located.

Vinacke's first distinction in setting the scene for defining problem solving
behavior is that mental processors are bipolar in nature, determined on the
one hand by the external world, and on the other, by inner needs. From
moment to moment these influences interplay in the course of thought, with
external stimuli dominating at one time and internal stimuli at another. At
no time can it be said that either is independent of the other, but it is possible
to distinguish general conditions under which one set of factors has a stronger
influence than others. "In problem situations, the normal person is behaving
more in relation to the demands made by the external conditions; in imaginative
thinking, the individual is responding more to the inner-need condition of the
moment, more or less independently of the external condition."(P" 160)

Vinacke then goes on to say that he conceives of problem solving as a form of
thinking beyond the learning phases. He then goes on to develop the following
schema for describing human problem solving.

In analyzing behavior in a problem solving situation three stages may
logically be distinguished:(PP' 161-162)

"1. Confrontation by a problem. In this first stage, a situation... is
present involving a goal together with an obstacle or difficulty between it and
the individual. There follows some realization by the individual that such a
3ituation exists. Motivations to overcome the difficulty ensues, accompanied
by effort to attain the goal."

"2. Working toward a solution. In the intermediate periods, the individual
engages in activity to relieve the tension built up in the first stage. There may
be mental or symbolic processes.. . manipulation and.., verbalization."
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"13. Solution. As an outcome of the foregoing activities, the individual may
reach the goal or he may fail to reach it. Results in the individual may bet
understanding, relief of tension, emotional effects such as satisfaction or
pleasure, a cessation of activity, or some modification of behavior. Results
In the environment may be an organization or reorganization of materials or
relationships, removal of the obstacle or a change in the situation .... Also...
failure may be an outcome.

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin in A Study of Thinking, approach problem
solving from a somewhat different framework, but nevertheless their listing
of primary consideration on categorizing wiwl probabilistic cuss bears some
similarity to Vinacke's schema.

1. Conception of the task and of its final resolution. The authors of A
Study of Th~n~j seem to assumne that the subject is aware of the problem but
point out that the form of the awaraness has Implications for the approach to it.
If S views his task as one in which a final and unique solutioa in possible, "then
his categorizing procedure may well be different from that of (one) who sees
the situation as always and forever one into which uncertainty will eaater."1
"One difference which the conception of the task makes in in the at~titde ~Waard
taking a chance and making an error. The Individual who asp res to eventual
certainty and who expects to be able to continue categorizing and exploring will
often risk errors more readily on the assumption thiat a successful final solu-
tior will negate the errors incurmud aloing the way.' (PP- 18&47)

2. Presence of potetill criterlal cues. There ame some situations to
which individualsano be guided only by the relati frequeny with which
instances timr ovt to belong to c ate ostry or saafths - sitmuatons, for
instance, where there Is such a poverty of dlscrtiaate atiristes that It Is
hard to know where to stArt. hi lese sorbs of siftedos ome observes cue
searching, "mn attempt to find aftribefs OM one be wed as aL bests for dscidl"S.
whether a prticular object should be pleacd Inaom category or aohr"95

3. Payoff naaftr moemh aeraa delsfam. If the ladividual be-
lieves that an event basa a M ublw of distinct possibl, types of out-
comes, and if there ane In his opinion a one" number, 4. of alterrAtive
actions available to him, the siteUmo may be represented In an"operative
payoff matrix." Both the extent to which the Indlldu likes each of the out-
comes and his probability estimates of their OcrL- affect thme decision
he makes. It is in general a difficult task to establish preference ordering and
probability estimates, and hence to determtine ho a particular serise Of
decisions is made. (P. 186)
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4. Opport'amity for validation. One difference which can be observed
between these two problem solving situations is their degree of generality.
Vinacke's is quite general while that set forth by Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin
is fairly specific, highly analytic and rational. These differences seem to
-eflect a difference in focus of ettention. Obviously one cannot describe all
problem solving behavior in terms of highly rational activity. Vinacke deline-
ates three basic varieties of problem solving behavior: trial and error, in-
sight, and gradual analysis. We shall now take a look at each of these
mechanisms for problem solving.

3.2 TRIAL AND ERROR

Woodworth has clearly defined what he believes to be the minimum essen-
tials of trial and error as revealed by animal experiments. (See Vinacke,
page 164.)1

"1. A 'set' to reach a certain goal.

2. Inability to see any clear way to the goal.

3. Exploring the situation.

4. Seeing or somehow finding leads, possible ways to reach the goal.

5. Trying these 'eads.

6. Bach-ing off when blocked in one lead, and tryfng Lnother.

7. Finally finding a good lead and reaching the goal."

In reality this does not separate trial and error from other behavior in problem
solving situations since T and 9 may serve as a prelude to other modes of
attack. C. L. Morgan is cited by Vinacke as pointing out that "If there is no
way to figure out in advaos how to solve the problem, if a multiple, varied
attack is required (e. g. to familiarise oneself with various alternatives) and if
it is necessary to go through preliminary stages before the whole situation can
be understood, than some trial and r tror, whether "blind" or not must occur."
It appears that Morgan has dentifted important dimension of problems (really
of the person or group confronted with the problem) i.e. whether a problem is
solvable on the basis of a single action or whether some sort of sequential
activity is required. In summary it might be said that trial. and irror problem
solving is essentially mechanistic in nature and would protably appeal strongly
to any SR theorist.
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3.3 INSGHT

This is a term fraught with confused meanings. Several diffeivnt levels
of conceptualization are represented by this word. For example (Vinacke page
166):

"1. Ins.ght means that the individual understands what he is doing or him
done and how the solution was achioved.

2. Insight refers to a mode of attack-an approach where the inner rela-
tions of basic principles are sought (as contrasted with a blind attack-
a limited view of trial and error).

3. Insight refers to the kind of solution achieved, I.e. one which is
sudden, confident and complete."

For our purposes, we will be principally concerned vwith the second uoage--
whereti the person confronted with a problem seeks to understand or 1.eflne
inner relations, principles, etc. As we can now see, it is to this category that
one might assign Bruner, Goodnow and Austin's schema for categorization with
probablistic cues.

At least twenty rather distinct characteristics of insight have beeowag-
gestod. Among them are general factors like the abilll of the subject to repeat
the solution readily and to transfer the solutio or principle thereae to other
situations. Insight has boen linked with vaiom asmets ot belmvior prior to
solution, including the application of rMevant past eperience, oautrofed atten-
tion, and foresight. More aftua, it Is likely to be defimed in relatkb to the solu-
tion itself, namely In terms of smudenmess, camfidmmo., 0 ee, etc.

Wolfgang KohMr and Robeit I. Yerhs m credhad with havlq dona the
basic ezperiznLett on lash. Thalr work am puatee hMs been cardred
forward by other eelrimumesve I the jmme to tdh top of *te p5lasmtý n
order Use now bee nude. OsMs r eift mpeimeft of Kohier's Is Cited
for the reader's bemftt.

"l. Using an ImAPlmet

On the second d#y after his arrival..., Koko was, as uasn, fastmed
to a tree with a collar a:A chain. A thin sUck wa seremty pused
within this reach; he did noa notice it at first, thedm he gIaWed at It
for a minute. When a hour had elapsed, a bamam sas laid upon
the ground, outside the circle which his chain fo. ,d a radius, and
beyond his reach. After some usless attempts to grasp It with his
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hand, Koko suddenly seized the stick, which lay sbout one meter behind
him, gazed at his objective, then again let fall the stick. He then made
vigorous efforts to grasp the objective with his foot, which could reach
farther than his hand, owing to the chain being attached to his neck,
and then gave up this method of approach. Then he took the stick again
and drew the objective toward himself, though very chunsily."

(Vinacke, page 168)

Is the behavior just reported really insight? These excerpts are quite sugges-
tive and are open to a variety of interpretations. "For example, it would be
easy to ov.erlook the preliminary behavior of the animal and to stress only the
final solution, even more important it would be easy to forget that each animal
progressed through a protracted series of teste, during which acquaintance and
skill with the problems and materials were gradually built up." (Vinacke, page
170) Likewise, Yerke& Congo seemed to have insightful solutions only after
considerable preliminary learning.

A. Alpert observed 44 children ranging in age from 19 to 49 months in two
series of standardized situations. "The first series consisted of five problems
in which it was necessary to use an object (a large block, a chair, or a box and
a block) to attain a toy suspended from the ceiling. The second series involved
the use of implements to reach objects located at a distance from a play pen."
(Vinacke page 171;

Alpert obser,-ed four categories of responses: 1. primitive, 2. random,
3. exploratiov and elimination, and 4. immediate solution. Primitive might be
exemplified by the child simply reaching out with its hand, with random (or
rare) exploration and elimination characterised as the deliberate trying out of
possibilities.

Primitive behavior led most often to failure but when it did work the solu-
tions tended to be of the immediate variety. Exploration and elimination were
associated more oftn wd "uccesses thn failurs. Of the successes, gradual
solutions with oomplete insight wers most frquent. Also it is noted that
exploration and elimination led to more solutions with sudden insight than did
other types of PS behavior. Experiments conducted by E. A. Matheson and
B.C. Ling wilh mursery school children yielded results very similar to those
of Alpert.

3.4 DUNCKER'B EXPERIMENTS

The co"ltions of performance which interested Duncker were those arso-
ciated with the successful solution of thought problems. "For him insightful
signified intelligent; the degree to which an individual in able to respond effec-
tively, i.e. in a "good" manner, to relevant features of the situation. "(Vinacke,
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page 172) The types -; problems he presented might be found in adult testE c-f
reasoning ability. He concludz- that the process of solution has two principal 4
aspects: 1. analysis of the situation and 2. analysis of the goal. In essence the
subject analyzes the situation to determine whert. the truuble lies and tries to
find out -what can be used to remove the difficulty. The iadfvidual also analyzes
the goal, and considers what must be dove if the solution is to be achieved. In
what is apparently an attempt to bettar define the intnrplay between an indi-Adual
and a problemr situatirn, Duncker talks about signaling. Signaling is his way of
identifying the subject's perception and conception of a given problem. The
flexibility required to solve complex p:toblems demands that the suaiect be able
to recenter and this indeed is tied in with the subject's manner ot perceiving
the problem. Dur.cker lists seven factors which may hinder efficient signaling

"1. Lack of siSnaling: The model of search may be too vague or inadequate
to lead to a perception of something which can be used.

2. Strength of attachment of some bpecific function to an object which must
be used for some different function: This connection may represent a
pro. erty whicn is seemingly the only f'ictioi of the ol ierf, or it may
represent the only function familiar to the individual.

3. Fixity nf the required function: The individual may be able to see only
cne object as possessing the real function.

4. Necessity for altering an object: To fulfill the real function, it may be
necessary to chango, or modify, or reoonstruct mater'als or objects
at hand.

5. Orirtnal function actually given as a act, An object may be preu.U
!r the sibtistion in its proper functioo, ath'u•1g it oouid be Iwed in a
different function.

6. Use of the same object for one fnmtion &d later for a new function.

7. Poor usultubility of an objec,. for a new nmotlc." 'Vlnaoke, page 175)

Max Wertheimer, a petaltist, saw tho processes of centering and re-
centering an being at the focal points of produoUve problom i-oiv"g behavior.
i1;- believes, that the subject must understand the structural uWd functional
r'aC1orishipti of the situaion. Meanings and inDr relationships must be
graopod. He sees two main dynauinc processes - ontering of attention
upon the essential elements of the problem aWn their rellion te the basic
eifflculty. However, to solve the problem there must be some reorganira-
tion of the element. or bome modification of already known principles, with
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ta resulting recentering of attention. In other words, understanding relation-
ships existing in the problem .And previous experience and flexibility of outlook
and approach are of critical importance.

Vinacke concluded with regard to insight that the efficient management of
a present situation depends upon the development and applicaticn of modes of
attack or appropriate sets. That is, relationship principles, attitudes, metho~ds,
etc. are more significant than specific content or specific operations or specific
rules.

3.5 SUMMARY OF VINACKE'S VIEWPOINT

There seem to be at least five processes which take place in human prob-
lem solving as described by Vinacke:

1. Recognition of the problem. (evidence, S's verbalizations, repeating
instructions, etc.).

2. Manipulation or exploration of some kind. This exploration may be
verbal or actual overt movement. Sometimes it takes the form of
random familiarization with materials and at other times the deliber-
ate testing of varioue possibilities.

3. A!&slt. "Another characteristic usually noted is that the subject
attempts to formulate the goal or the problem or to work out the
nature of the difmloulty. Apparently there are wide variations in this
behavior rNgfg from a highly controlled, rational extreme to a more
gemeralized, less deliberate extreme."

4. Part. "MExcept in simple situations, or in those in which
thie Wi i depends upon the application of a single principle,
the solving of successive steps appears to be an integral part of the
performance."

5. Emotional REponses. Some may regard emotional responses as
incidenta), but nevertheless, the initial presentation of the problem,
the activitia of working toward the solution, and the solution itself
are usually associatet with varying emotional reactions, as well as
with manipulation, formulation of hypotheses, etc.

Adding it all up, it may be said that human problem solving as seen by
Vinacke consists most typically of the following pronesses: upprehension or
recognition of the problem; manipulation or exploration of the situation; some
degree of control or direction of performance; the understanding or mn.stery of
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intermediate requirements or steps; andi emotional responses representing
some degree of personal involvement in the isituaticn.

3.6 JOHNSON'S SCHEMAk

We will now sketch the conceptiona of Donald Johnson with reggird to human
problem solvir%. His schema of explaining human problem solving behavior
appears to emphasize the processes attendant to the recognition and preparation
for the solution of ihe problem inu~re than does the scheme set forth by Vinacke.
In a chbapter of his book 11we Psychoý gy of Thought and Judgment, entitled,
"Prepai-atlon for Thought and Judgirent" 4page 158) Johnson states, "In solving
these problems the thinker contributes much more to the preparatorv set than
in the simple forms of thought, instructions for wt'ich establish a set tbat per-
mnits immediate production of responses. " In short, it in Johnson's viewpoint
that the consideration olfthe tc-tal problem situation results in the problem
solver either creating !n himself a set or, in a seome, perhaps deciding upon
strategies to employ in tht. solution of the problem before the initiation of, in
his terminology, the p-ochaction of responses. Johnson further elaborates byr
saying: "In the complex problems of human conuern, the goai or sciution may
not be so clearly specified that the thinker can begin at once to produce tenta-
tive solutions. The preparation for thought may therefore include an analysis
of the goal making it more explicit. " (pAge 16-2)

Johnson goes on to scitnowledge that thi preparator activity is quite
difficult to icl.'nify in the complexity of humian behavior. In carrying forward
his ides that the human organism muist prepar Itself for ~mdsrtaking the solu-
tion of a problem, and nust in partiodla bare a clear goal in mind, be cites
work accomrplished by Reid in 1961. Reid attemytied to demnonstrate the hit-

portance of specification of the goal by .qxmermenWe %ariatious of the &ijai-
tions of his experiments. Qaiotlg MuMM, "Hie had college studens work
construction problems with masch sticks aud solid objects. Mexprlmcstal
groups received a standard series of aide designed to explicate the goal, while
control groups received a parallel seriese of aide 'Uhmt explictory contents.
For example, one aid was as follows: It moasm that each match must form
two triangle sides. If that is your original triangle there (pointing with fingr),
each of those throe matches is already existing Ln one triangle. Ho0w can you
put each of those three matches into two triangles at the same time?' The
corresponding aid for the control grop was as follows: 'People often find
this problem rather difficult.' Such ecplication was helpful. The eprimnectal
group solved significantly more problems than the control groups. There is
no doubt that these statements #y the experinmeter were effective aids, and it
seems likely that their effect was due to explication of *.he goal, at least it was
a hypothesis about explication. of the goal that fraziled these statements.
(page 162)
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This is one of the experimental studies on which Joh-son based his notion
that a clear godi is helpful to subjects in attempting to solve proI, lems.I Assuming then, that specification of the goal is desirable and necessary for
problem solution, Johnson then goes to query what factors determine how the
probleri is formulated and how the goal is specified. It is his feeling that
motivation, social interaction and previous experience or one might call it the
apperceptive mass, all enter into these matters. Thev play a particularly
important role in the solution of more complex probiems since it is only in
complex problems that the specification of a goal or the formulation of a prob-
lem is difficult. Indeed, this may be a very good criterion for establishing
problem "difficulty."

Johnson goes on abttt the other two essential elements in the problem
solving process known as the production process and judgment. Without
delving into all the rat, i • behind his schema, one can say that the produc-
tion process is the activity which results from the preparatory phase of the
solution. This is when the subject is trying to achieve a solution. As each
try is made it is then necessary for the subject to make a judgment as to the
adequacy of the response he has made, whether it be verbal, mechanical or
what have you. This Judgmental process concludes the solution of the problem
if indeed the subject perceives this as an adequate solution; or it triggers off
another phase in the production process if this is not so. In short, Johnson
sees a preparatory production and Judgmental phace as being descriptive of
the three essential phases involved in human problem solving. He particularly
stresses the impact that the set generated during the preparatory phase h-
on the ultimate solution.

3.7 CONCEPT FORMATION

Now having take, a look at Johnson's schema for problem solving, we will
turn to %nother element in the problem solving process; that of concept forma-
tion. It will become obvious that concept formation has been talked about by
both Vinsacke and Johnson but not named as such. It is our impression that this
is a valuable concept and embodies some aspects not specified by either
Vinacke or Johnson and is therefore worth considering.

Oler and Fivel designed experiments in concept attainment among school
childr m between the ages of 6 and 14. (5) Without delving into the success of
these experiments, it is interesting to note the following observations in their
report. "One other factor that may be related to performance must be con-
sidered. The instruction given to subjects did not direct them explicitly to
try to discover a concept, but merely stated that attending to the stimuli would
help them win. Theoretically, therefore, it is possible that the experimental
task consisted of two stages: (a) discovery of the problem, that is, that a concept
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is to be sought, and (b) the solution, that is, the discovery of the specific
concept." (Osler and Fivel, page 7)

It is interesting to speculate that just this sort of behavior is prubably
found in most complex problem solving situations. It would seem that this
idea of concept attainment, that is, the derivation of a general goal and objec-
tive from the ,ariety of specifics constituting the problem is a necessary facet
of problem solving behavior in the human organism in all but the simplest
problems. It is further interesting to consider the observation made by the
authors concerning the two-step process required for attainment of the concept
,n their experiment, that is, that first the subject had to determine that a con-
cept was needed and then determine what the specific concept was which was
needed to solve the problem. It is highly probable that almost any problems
with creative elements involved in them require this same dual process to
occltr.

First, the person who is being subjected to various stimuli must re-cgnlze
the need for a particular type of problem solution and then must try to achieve
it. Without recognizing the existence of a problem -ad identifying it, the solu-
tion of a problem is impossible. Ths, we can an that in any problem that is
not made explicit to the subject, it is first necessary for the subject to con-
ceive of the problem as existing and conceive of some sort of potential terms
in which a solution might be made. Thes terms in which a solution might be
formulated would probably be equated to Johnson's goal formulation which he
spoke of an taking place during the preparatory plase of the problem solving
process.

3.8 SOCIAL INTERACTION IN PtOBSLM SOLIVING

Having looked at qutse a few facets of the problem solving procsss, both in
problem situations which are quits hig strutured and having also considered
the neeesary prrequilSites for the soltbon of problems involving somewhat
creative or original elements, still anofter ama will now be explored. 11Tis
area s the area of the effct of social interaction upon problem solving. It Is
well known by all behavioral oientists that the behavior manifested by the
human organism in group situations and in individual situations often differs.
Most of the experimental data underlying the theorius which have bee discussert
thus far have boe based on experimentation done on individual people. It there-
fore would seem interesting and profitable to explore the Impact of group inter-
action on the problem solving process.

A study by James Davis am' Frank Restle serves as a good basis for
introducing this topic. (2) In setting the scene for tkis study Davis and Reetle
made a brief review of the field of group problem solving. They reported a
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classic study done by Shaw in 1932 which showed that groups attained a higher
proportion of solutions than individuals and provided evidence for the hypothesis

Sthat group interaction facilitates individual cognitive processes. They also
.-eported that Lorge and Marguardt in 1955 have suggested that the group advan-

Utge results from a statistical pooling of the abilities or acc,)mplishments of
their members and that some experimental evidence seemn to support this
assertion (Davis and Restle, page 104).

The authors then go on to discuss the hierarchical and equalitarian models
of group problem solving. Essentially the hierarchical models suggest that
abIc and efficient subj- cts will dominate the group aiid the less-efficient mem-
bers will be excluded from effective participation in the solution of the problem.
However, the equalitarian model suggests that all group members contribute
about the same amount of talk though some are not actuaLy contributing to the
solution.

In their experiment, Restle and Davis presented three different problems
Lo groups and individuals at Michigan State University. They report that in a
direct comparison, group problem was found to be clearly superior to individual
problem solving. In analyzing the data from their experiment, the authors
stated: "The data in the equalitarian model indicate that in terms of man-hours
it is cheaper to bave individual problems solved separately than to use groups.
Individuals in separate rooms will, on the average, solve a problem sooner than
the same *onr individuals in a face to face group .... though individuals will, on
the average, obtain a correct answer before a group, they may also obtain
some wrong answers. Working separately, four individuals would not sepa-
rate the cor.ot from the wron answersg.... In this sense the group is slower
Lut surer." (page 115) At this point in the study, the authors caution that this
sort of theory applies only when on is searching for unique, correct answers
to problems. They indicate that the answering of human relation type problems
where a multiplicity of possible answers migMt be formulated may be very
different.

The authors go on to say "... Within the oontext of this study, any asser-
tions that inter-member interactton results in a 'superpooling' effect or the
assertion that group problem solving derives from a simple pooling effect are
both seriously in question." (pep 116). Following this line of reasoning, it
would then appear that the real advantage possessed by a group is in the check-
ing of possible divergency of viewpoint which would result in more careful
evaluation of potentially oo.rect alternatives rather than in the generation of
these alternatives. In conclusion the authors state, "Social psychological data
in this study agree quite well with the supposition that groups were organized
in an equalitarian structure. The success of the equalitarian model suggests
that members who are on the wrong track contribute their share to the
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discussions. The data on choice of future partners failed to reveal any
noticeable trace of stable leadership within groups." (pp. 116-117)

Considering still another factor in cooperative problem solving, it was
hypothesized by Smelser(6 ) that subjects would perform best in a cooperative
problem solving task having a dominant and a submissive role if they were
assigned to their tasks with respect to their scores on a dominance-submis-
siveness test. Smelser administered a short form of Gough's California
Psychological Inventory (CP1) which contains a dominance scale to categorize
his 748 subjects. The experimenter selected subjects from the extremes of
the distribution on this teet and made up various two-person groups from the
total grouping of subjects.

The experimental task devised for this test involved the manipulation of
model railroad trains. It was the task of the subjects to --nmplcte as many
mutually complete trips as possible around a circular track with several sidings
in a three minute period. The results reported by the author include the follow-
ing interesting information. "The most productive group was compoed of pairs
in which the dominant subject was assigned the dominant role, and the submis-
sive partner the submissive role. The least productive group was composed
of these pairings with the roles reversed. Paired dominant subjects were more
successful than paired submissive subjects and both of these pairinp aclheved
more when assigned roles. All groups shows significant increases in per-
formance across trials... "I was concluded that congruenoe of role and habitual
pattern within the subject and oolplimemtarity of pasewms a' between subject
were major determining variables in cooperative Iavem ." (page 541)

This appears to be still another ImnpornM factor in the performance of
problem solving involving grou•s of persom. At first look. these fldlng
would appear to be in diver•em•e with those of Davis an Retl which assert
that an equaltarian power strea e appears to preailn gn problem solving
situations. However, it am be obsved At there was moned for a domimant
role in the thou /t-4ype problam solvft sltsation In which their subjects wer
employed. Therefore it would seem tu tia conmgmen of personaiV traits
which result in primarily dominalt or sbmissive bemavior become important
factors in instituting group solving problems which rel•r• a domdnant or con-
trolling force.

Yet another aspect of grup problem solving was invesied by L. Richard
Hoffman and Norman R. F. Maier of th Universitr of Michigan. () Their
general Interest was in exploriag the idea that groups composed of people with
varied personality structures would be superior as problem solver when com-
pared with groups of more homogeneous composition. An exceilent synopsis
of their findings is presented in their summary: "A wider variety of problems
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was used to test the generality of Hoffman's (1959) earlier findings that groups
composed of people heterogeneous with respect to personality were superior
in solving prebtems to groups composed of people with homogeneous person-
aliUes. Sixteen uomogeneous and twenty-five heterogeneous four-person
groups were initially formed in the laboratory section of an undergraduate
course in the psychology of human relations. Homogeneous groups consisted
of people with high positive profile correlations among their scores on Gilvord-
Zimmerman Temperament Survey, heterogeneous groups of people with near 0
or negative correlations. The group members interacted weakly in case dis-
cussions, problem solving and role-playing.

Five different problems were used to test the relative ability of the two
"types of groups, four with some component of quality and one only involving

acceptance. The subjects were also questioned about their satisfaction with
the solution and with their influence over the solution for each problem.

The following results were obtained:

1. Heterogeneous groups produced a higher proportion of high quality
solutions than did homogeneous groups to three of the four problems
with quality components. On the fourth problem there was little dif-

ference and both types of groups produced poor solutions for the most
part.

2. Mixed sex groups tended to produce higher quality solutions then did
ail male groups.

3. htlsfaction with the problem solutions was about the same in the
homognmeous and haterogameous types of groups.

4. Satisfaction with tho solutims was shown to be more strongly corre-

lae with the members satisfaotion with the amount of influence be
had over the soltions, than with the objective quality of the solution
or with the member's actal amount of influence.

It ts suggested that solutons with high quality and high acceptance can be
obtained from grouas in which the members have substantially different per-
spectives on the problem and in which these differences are expressed and
used by the group in arriving at their final decision." (p;,. 406-407)

Thus still another dimension seems to be added to the psychology of group
problem solving. These findings of Hoffman and Maier worild seem to indicate
that heterogeneity and attitudinal components among groups members which
prmit participation on the part of all members would promote the generation
of high quality, highly satisfying problem solutions.
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We have now looked at several dimensions of problem solving in a social
context. The first experimental work, that of Davis and Restle, indicated that

for sureness of solutions as opposed to speed of solutions, groups appear to do

best. The work of Smelser indicated that in the situations where dominance is
necessitated in a problem solving situation, the assignments of dominant and
submissive roles is best done such that people are acting in accordance with
their habitual personality structure. Finally, Hoffman and Maier's work
suggests that heterogeneity among problem solving groups promotes the gener-
ation of high quality solutions.

3.9 FUMMARY

It would seem that one can state with a reasonable amount of certainty that
there is some form of preparatory activity preceding the attempt of the human
organism to solve a problem. Depending probably upon the complexity of tho
problem and the nature of the stimuli impinging upon the human, this prepara-
tory activity may simply involve summoning up a repertory of well-worn
responses from the apperceptive man or it may involve the drawing togetuer
of a multitude of impinging stimuli and dcriving from them a conception of the
existence of a problem before even the preliminary phases of problem solution
can begin.

No doubt there is during this phase, as suggested by Johnson, some sort of
goal acknowledgment or goal setting activity. Without this, responses emitted
by the organism would have no direction. After this phase is corz.pleted, once
again going along with Johnson's schema, trial responses are produced. It is
evident that there is not a hard and fast boundary between thee two stages
because continual feedback and cot•bmal modification ol both goals and responses
would appear to occur in many "we of problem solvin.

Following the Vneration of a particular trial solution for response whether
on the verbal, mental, or maip t eel there must be some sort of Judg-
mental process which asesses or analyes the doadeacy of is response. If
this response does not meet the goal set in the first portion of the process,
then presumably the subject will zthrough o process again.

As for the influenoe of social groupings on human problem solving behavior,
it would appear that this behavior is diffornt from that generated by the indi-
vidual human organism. The characteristics identified in the experimental
literatre include the fact that group problem solving is surer bnt slower than
individual problem solving; that if a situation demands a dominst person that
the dominant person be so assigned in the problem solving task and the submis-
sive person or persons likewise be assigned to roles congruent to their per-
sonality structure. Still another vein in the literature suggests that groups
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composed of people of heterogeneous personality structures are most produc-

tive of meaningful quality problem solutions.

The preparatory activity preceding human problem solving is closely re-
lated to the retrieval of information (objects and rules of behavior) structured
in accordance with the current field of interest or goal. This points to the dis-
cussion of inforration retrieval techniques in section 7, as well as to the
machine-orisnted problem solving described in section 2. The latter is par-
ticularly relevant xi the iepetition of trial solutions with the improvement of
heuristics at each repetition, a process used to improve the checker and chess
playing machines at the conclusion of or during a game.
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4. CREATIVITY IN HUMANS

4.1 DEFINITION

In an attempt to define the term creativity some basic issues are dealt
with:

1. Is there but one kind of creativity or are there nany •i.•ds

2. Are the mechanisms involved with creativity i %irate ur !eiarrex, or
both ?

3. How do the constructs, creativity and problen :solving, relate4 to one
another"

A. Kinds of Creativity

MacKmnnon (1962) sees two kinds of creativity: artistic and scientific.

Artistic Creativity -- Includes poets, novelists, artistL. Tbh indi-
vidual who manl.!ests artistic creativity externalizes something of
himself into the public field.

Scientific Creativity - The scientifically creative individual acts as
nixmeiator between externally defined needs and goals. He operates

on some aspect of his environment in such a manner as to produce a
novel and appropriate product, but he idds little of himself or of his
style as a person to the resultant. Included among the scientifically
creative are industrial researchers, physical scientists, engineers.

The opposite point of view is held by many and is illustrated by Hall (1962)
who says: "a distinction is sometimes made betwoen the creative activity of
those working in fins arts and of those working in science. Again, both of
these impractical pursuits ae sometimes said to be creative -while business
activity is not. These are both false dichotomies. The same human imagina-
tion and creativity occurs in all these fields. '

Eric Fromm supports the latter position with his "creative attitude" con-
cept. The creative attitude is characterized by inquisitiveness, avoidance of
sets, and the courage to try strange ways of doing things.

In either event, creativity is an approach to solving problems, whatever
the problem might be. Creativity is a function of nudvidual differences with
respect to approach and the nature of the probler', involved.
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B. Creativity, Innate or Learned?

The ability to find creative solutions to problems seems to be normally
distributed. Irdividuals are able to increass thir capacity for creativity, but
only within limits. Some in1ividu.,s appear to have a higher potential for cre-
ative solutions, but nearly evoryone can become more creative.

C. Creativity a.d Problem Solving

Man's day to day existence might be difined in terms of a sbries of prob-
lem s.iving situations. Some of the problems an individual could be faced with
in one day are: what necktie to wear; pleasing his wife; and diecovering a new
beat resistant metal alloy for space vehicls. Each one of these problems
might be approached in a creative manner. However, the more difficult the
problemrs become the more creati,1 ijy is a requisite for solution.

Most problems doa' t w;th by the human being are assumed to have solu-
tions. Solutions resuit from the c,-. r combination o, associative elements
which may not be easily percelve- In other words, a solution to any pr-oblem
involves the mediation uf associativa elements into idoational contiguity. The
mo.:e remote the requisite associenve elements are, the more. creative an
individual needs to be to draw them together. Sarnoff Mednlck (1962) hyp,,the-
sizes three ways of attaining creative solutions, which are methods of bringing
the requisite aseociative elements together:

1. Serendipity. in this case tle rsquislte associative elements may be
evoked contiguously by the contiguous environmental appearance
(usually an accidsntal contiguity) of ctimuli which &Li:it these associ-
ative elements.

2. Stmilarity. Rasqiaite asoociative elments are evolud in contiuity
as a r-elt of their apv'emt similarily.

3. Mediation. Ihe reWisite associative eomwM ae L ioed in contiUity
througl the mediation ad common elments. Mmdiuttlr is the pro'ess
ofton refe-red to as creetive thinkin.

TI% definition given above allows the factors that w ilI make for individual
differences in the probability of achievlng cretive solutlw 5 to be deduo*4. Any
abl.ltes or cha,•icteritice whioh serve to bring oherwise mutually remote
ideas into contiguity will tacilitate a nreatlim solution, amn abiliti. or obarac.
teristlcs whica serve to o2hibit remote ideus from contiguous evocation wRI
inhibit ths creative sohaUt.
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One of ithe mechanisns which is largely rebponsible for the inhibition of
4 creative thinking (mediation) is set. For one reason or another, problem

solving techniques become rather rigid. When a problem presents itself, the
average problem solvor can see only a narrow range 'possible solutions. The
unique, the original tolution is arrived at by only tho.._ who are capable of
going beyono the obvious, of wading throuigh the stereo~yp 3s.

4.2 APPROACHES TO T'IE STUDY OF CREATIVITY

Some of the questions which are raised as one uttempts to study creativity
ire as follows:

1. Is there a process amenable to analysis and synthesis?

2. Should great peiple, or creative people, peop.e who are judged to be
, reative, be studied to analyze their modes of .oeration, their per-
svnality traits, and/or their backgrcunds?

'I. Are certain environments more conducive to creativity, than others?

W/hen Stuart E. Golann (1963) reviewed the lito.rature, he identified four
mn.t ii en hases in the study of creativity. They are products, process, meas-
,r.rent, and personality.

A. Prui.cts as Criteria

The study of products with respect to creativity involves viewing products
as criterta of creativity. This assumes that a trait of creativity either unitary
ir ulti-fceted, will be associated with end-products that result from cErta,,&

typms of behavior. P•oducts are studied and Judged for creativeness. The
term cigative Is then applied to babavtor which produced the end-products
which were Judged to be creative products.

There are studies in which the relationship betveen criteria variables
such as number of publlcations, number of patents, and Judges of creatlvi.t
ratins are Inveftigated. These approaches are quantitative rather than qIall-
tative, and may in many cases be inappropriate. For example, some truly
creaLive persona may labor all their lives on a few extremely difficult prob-
koins. The quvi~ttatve criteria of end-products then would not reflect their
creativity.



B. Process

Here the study of creativity is accomplished through emphasis upon tho
processes involved rather than the end-products. One major difficulty Lere Is
that man is studying himself. He must learn to introspect and to be obiective
when dealing with subjective mateiials 'If you will. lie must rely or otse,-vabie
behavior and then draw inferences.

Wallas (1926) described the stages of forming a new thought as folltwa:
preparation, incubation, illumination, and verification. Preparation imnolves
gathering data, and building an apperceptive mass. Incubation involves i Osting
the brain in order to rid oneself of all incorrect sets. Illumination involves
inspiration, insight or for a course of action to become clear during this rliawe.
his fourth step, verification, is n~erely to behave, to do that which o', has
decided to do.

A question to be raised at this point is: Is the creative prooess systema-

tized, goal directed or plastic. One example of the systematized or goal
directed type defines the creative process in terms of six steps.

1. Reahzing the need

2. Gathering information

3. 'hinking through

4. Imagining solutions

S. Verifying

6. PUttng ides to work

The author cf the above six stops stated that the difference between the
Hihuminated minds of golms and ordIsry people is the speed wi*h' which they

proceed from step one to step six. This Obviously implies that everyone gone
through the same steps. That was a a tied, goal directed view of fhe
creative process. An example of a differer view is given by Taylor (1902):
"The rules of logic and scientiflc methad are a ps; -hological straLht-tadcta
for creative thought." Examining over one hundred definlton of creativity
which occlirred in the literature, Taylor identified five major levele of cre-
ativity. The are:

1. Expressive creati ity which is an indepaLd expresnion where skills,
originality, and quality are unimportant.
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2. Productive creativity. A new level of accomplishment when skills
allow development of finished products.

" 3. Inventive creativity. Here a flexibility in perceiving new and unusual

relatonshipa between previously separate parts occur, not now ideas,
but new uses of old parts.

4. Innovative creativity. Basic foundation principles are sufficiently
understood so as to allow improvement through modification.

5. Emergentive creativity. Here the conception of an entirely new
principle at a most fundamental and abstract luvel occ"u-.

It appears to the present aithor that if man is to understand creativity,
the answer will result finally in understanding the processes involved.

C. Measurement

Accordingly to authorities, tests used to meajure creative abilities have
not changed much in the last fifty years, but the methods of analysis have be-
come more complex. One approach is the factor analysis approach. Guilford
(1902) says that the lack of psychological knowledgo in the area of creativity
may be attributable to the inappropriateness of the SR model, for the study of
higher proceses". So he used the trait approach in the study of creativity, arie
used factor analysis to discover dependable traits. Noting some forty-seven
factors of intellect. Guilford identified the following factorial aFtitude traits to
be related to creativity: the ablIV to so0 problems, fluency of thinking, which
would be word fluecmy and Ideational fhlency, flexibility of thinking, originality,
re-definition, and elaborption.

Some of Qailfozd's tests require individuals to state defects cr deficiencies
in common implements or intittins; to produce words containing a specified
letter or oombination of letters; to proWuce in a limited time as many synonyms
an they can from a stimukus word; to produce phrases or sentences; to name
objects with certain properties, for example, objects that are hard, white and
edible; cr give various uses for a common object. Guilford's practice in scor-
ing these flusacy factors is to emphasize sheer quantity rather than quality.
Once spin, the question is raised u to the appropriateness of this approach.

Another measurement approach other than the factor analytic approach is
the criterion group empirical approach. The Welsh Figure Preferenc', Test
is a nonlingual test which is composed of 400 India Ink drawings to which each
examinee must respond "like" or "don't like." An empirical scale was devel-
oped by comparing the likes and dislikes of 37 artists to 150 people in general.
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The revised scale consists of 30 pictures which artists liked more frequenJy
than people do in general and 30 drawings which artists disliked more fre-
quently than people in general. The basic assumption here, of coarse, is that
artists are creative and that artistic creativity is composed of the stuff of
which all creativity is made, which is an issue which has been discussed above.
One would have reason to question this approach. However, rank order cotr-
relations of 0.40 and 0.35 between scores of the Welsh Test and. creative
writing instructor's ratings and originality and creativity of their students
ware reported by Welsh Gough (1961) reported that the scale showed the
highest single correls don 0.41 with criterion Judgments of research workers
creativity.

Other tests which did not correlate well with the criterion Judgments were
three ability measures, the Allport-Vernon Value Scales, 56 of the 57 strong
vocational inventory scaleb, Baron's Originality Scalea Baron's Prefsrence for
Complexity Scale, and 6 Guilford Measures.

Criteria and Predictors

The criterion problem with respect to meauem ent of creativity is prob-
ably the most critical and yet least shidied problem. Insofar as research is
concerned, some of the techniques which have been used to develop criteria
are as follows:

1. Overal performa mtip by sqrvlsors

2. Creative ratift by eapewiscre

3. Q~aaMty Of Patents

The criteWi•n problem aris wit tlk ocesideration of aeol. um pre-
dictor. Predictors am a* be as vald " the criterta which an developed.
At this poist In time most mocesh mead of estabbhlmn criteria for
creativity is Mating eper.

Predictors

Some of the techniques which are used a predictors are as foliows:

1. Biographical information

2. Self-rating

3. Personality and originality Inventories
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4. Aptitude and intelligence measures

5. Situational influences (parental attitudes)

6. Interest and motivation scales

7. Academic grades

8. Ratings by others

D. Personality

Another major emphasis within the psychological study of creativity is the
study of personality. Specifically, the study of the personalities of persons
ratMx or jtidged tc be creative persons. These studies appear to be subdivided
into two major categories: 1) the study of motivation in %. reative behavior; and
2) the study of personality characteristics of creative individuals.

The studies of motivation ia creative behavior seemed to be characterized
by two divergent views. One view is that creativity is a property which
emerges and matures as an individual attempts to realize his fullest potentials
in his interaction with his environment. Conoepts that seem to be related to
this notion are: Aliport's functional atonomy, Goldstein and Rogers' self-
actualization, Mays' motives for creativity. IDdividuals are creative because
it is satisfying to them since they have a need to relate to the world around
them. go they may experience tLjmselves in action.

In contrast to the more positive motivations referred to in the concepts of
self-actualiaation, and motive for creativity, is the other point of view in
which creativity is a by-product of represpsd or 4nacceptable impulses.
Freud's sublimation in a case in point. There do not appear to be any studies
in which thes two approaches wore experlmemtally compared. Perhaps the
lack of critical experimants to test these two theories is due to the fact that
the two groups of theorists mean something different when they speak of cre-
ativity. The Freudians sesm to discuss painting and writing when they deal
with creativity, wV.reaa the self-actualising group have c more general ap-
proach. Also, the concepts of self-actualization and sublimation, which they
use to explain creative behavioz are themselves constructu and difficult ones
at that to dMfine.

In studies of personality attributes of creative individuals, the basic ap-
proach employed is to contrast criterion groups on self-descriptl.,n, other
descriptions, test performance, life history materials, and work habits. The
criterion groups are selected on the basis of ratings of creativity, performance
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on Guilford tests, scores on the Welsh Figure Preference Teat, and nomina-
tion of individuals of outstanding creativity by a panel of experts In their field.

The relationship between self-description arnd degree of creativity has
been studiod a great deal. Barron (1952) reported that subjects at the lower
extreme on the Welsh Figu~re Preference Test described themselves as con-
tented, gentle, conservative, unaffected, patient and peaceable. The high
scorers characterized themselves as gloomy, loud, unstable, bitter, cool,
dissatisfied, pess imistic, emotional, irritable, and pleasure- seeking.

Crutchfield (1961) attempted to describe personality attributes which tend
to characterize creative individuals mn general. He reported that in cognitive
spheres, they are more flexible and fluent. T7heir perceptions and cognitions
are unique. In approach to problems they are intuitive, emphatic, percaptu-
aily open and prefer complexity. In emotional, motivational spheres, they
demonstrate freedom from excessive control, achieve via independence rather
than conformity, are individualistic and have strong, sustained intrinsic
motivation in their field of work.

4.3 AN APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF CREATIVITY

A sUtuy by MacKinnon (1962) in an example of a way of studying person-
ality attributes by contraotlnb criterion groups. When reftrring to MacKinnon's
work, it will be in terms of only thb archtitectural group. He studed many
g.*oups representing engineering groups, s cientists, busi13.55 men, poets,
artists, and different types, etc. However, for the purpose of studying his
methodology employed, we have selected only the one.

MacKinnon himself acepled the ~otic doat there Is a difference between
artistic creativity and sceulaftoi creativity. Cosynwy he Placed a great
deal of emphasis upon his architec pomp, feefin tht they bridged the gpp
between artistic creat~tily andscientific creativity. 7be architect has oppor-
tunity to express his own Winer states nmee as poets and novelists do, as well
as being a mediator between eatermally defined seeds an geals in the same
manner as industria researchers, physical "cietistosW amegineers do.

Ho chose a panel of xpeor ts, five professor of architecture, who nomi-
natad forty highly creative architects. Two additional samples were selectedl
for study, both of which matched the highly creative sample with respect to
age and geographic location of practice. The first group we will reger to
henceforth as Architects 1. The first supplementary sample, Architects 2,
had at ieast two years of work experience and association with one of the
originally nominated creative architects. The second additional sample,
Architects 3, was composed of architect. who had never worked with any of
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the nominated creatives. The mean rating for creativity for each of the three
groups, the ratings having been made on a nine point scale Iy six groups of
architects and experts on arcbitecture, was for Architects 1 -- 5.46; for
Architects 2 - 4.25; and for Architects • -- 3.54, the difference in mean
ratings between each group being statistically highly significant.

All three groups were exposed to the same psychological examinations
and interviews. Traits which were derived from the three groups are listed
below:

1. Architects 1 have good opinionb of themselves.

2. The self-images of the three groups were different. Al described
themselves as inventive, independent, individualistic, enthusiastic
and ladustrious. A2 and A3 described themselles as responsible,
reliable, sincere, dependable, clear-thinking, tolerant, and
understanding.

3. There were no relationships between creativity and intelligence.

4. Architects 1 scored five to ten points higher on each of the following
MMBI Scales: deprbasion, hysteria, paranoia, schizophrenia. This
was interpreted as good intellect, complexity and richness of per-
sonality, general lack of defensiveness, candor in self-description
rather than psychopathology.

5. Architects 1 scored extremely bigh on the femininity scale.

6. All groups showed a clear preferece for the complex and the
asymmetrical.

7. The Myers-BriS-AMp indicitor test was used to measure openness
to wqmrisew . The idea is that whenever the mind is used, either Jui
act of perception take plaem, in which the individual becomes aware
of somashig; or an act of Judgmemt takes place, in which a conclsion
about something is reached. Everyone does both, but most people
toad to show a consistent preference for one or the other of these two
ways of using the mind. Creative writers, mathematicians and
architects are perceptive types, research scientists, the majority of
them at least, are judging types.

The second preference measured by the type indicator is (1) sense
perception, which is an awareness linked directly to sense and possi-
bilities, and (2) intuitive perception, or indirect perception of deeper
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meanings. Twenty-five percent of the general population show pref-
erence for intuitive perception. Ninety percent of the creative writers
show preference for intuitive perception. Ninety-two percent of the
mathematicians showed preference for intuitive perception. Ninety-
three percent of the research scientists showed preferenc~e for intui-
tive perception and one hundred percent of the architects showed
preference of intuitive percentlon.

8. On the introversion, extroversion dimension, two-thirus of all cre-
ative groups score as introverts.

9. On the Strong vocational interest blank all creative subjects have
shown interests similar to: Psychologist, Author-Journalists,
Lawyer, Architect, Artist, and Missionary; aiid interests unlike:
Purchasing Agent, Office Man, Banker, Farmer, Carpenter,
Veterinarian, Policeman, and Mortician.

10. On the Ailport-Vernon-Linsy Study of Values Scale, in which there
are six basic values: theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social,
political and religious; all have as their highest values, theoretical
and aesthetic.

11. With respect to the life history studies, the following was found:
Parents showed extraordinary respect for the child and confidence in
his ability ;o do what was appropriate. Discipline was almost always
consistent and predictable. Parsomal *Waiial codes were emphasized
rather than formal religious practices.

A summary description of the creative person, especially of the creative
architect, as he reveals himself in his profile on tde Califlornia Psychulogical
Inventory (Gough, 1857), rooks as follows: 11l1e is dominant; poessessed of
those qualities and attributes which unlsrly and lead to th e chievement of
social status; poised, sponmtame, an self-comfident in personal and social
Interacton; though aft of an especially sociabl or particIpative temperament;
intelligent; outspokien; sharp-witted; demanding; awress lye; and sel-centeredt;
persuasive and verball fluent; sf- &a~n anl self-assured; and reLativ sly
uninhibite n swaggesing his worries and complaints. "

"He is relatively free from oconventIonal restraints and inhlbltious, not
preoccupied with the impression he makss on ofters, and thus perhaps capable
of great independenc, and sutonomy and relatively ready to recognize and ad-
mit self-views that are unusual and iMconventlonal."
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""He is strngly motivated to achieve In situations in which independece

in thought and actioL is called for but unlike his less creative colleagues he is
less inclined to strive for achievement in settings where -;onforming behavior
is expected or required. In efficiency and steadiness of intellectual effort,
however, he does not differ from his fellow workers. Finally, he is definitely
more psychologically minded, more flexible and possessed of more. femininity
of interests than architects in general."

4.4 RELATION TO FORECASTING

The three ways described in section 4. 1 for attaining creative solutions,
serendipity, similarity, and mediation, are all based upon the association of
elements which make their appearance contiguously in an environment moti-
vated by the problem to be solved. This parallels the forecasting process in
which information is filtered from the total data file using the techniques of
accidental discovery of relevant material, association of closely related con-
cepts and processes, and tracing paths into related subject fields through
synonymic, homonymic, and generic relationships. The inhibition of creative
thinking through conceptual set, mentioned in section 4. 1 ab a mechanism
which narrows the range of possible solutions, has its counterpart in the rigid
structuring of technology into rarrow fields of specialization which inhibits the
prediction of developments resting upon interdisciplinary interaction and/or
the creation of a new conceptual specialization. It is important co note that
these aspects of creativity and forecasting are directly related to the associ-
ative manipulation of descriptors or index terms in mechanized information
retrieval systems based upon concept coordination, as discussed in section

The information retrieval approach applies with equal power to the stages
of forming a new thought enumerated by Wallas, as described in sec tion 4.2.
None of thues approaches through semantic association provides for a numer-
ical measure of the data. Bat the linkages do allow for correlation and sta-
tistical measures, such as the factor anlysis soppli~d by Guilford. It is not
surprising that fator analysis has also been applied to descriptors !n infor,ua-
tioc retrieval with the intention of measuring joint conceptual i-terrelationships.

h stwdsy of luman creativity strengthens the conjecture that the mechanization
of forecsting is, at least to a substantial extent, the application of principles
and tsclhiques of information retrieval.
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5. DESCRIPTIVE TASK ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGICAL

FORECASTING

The preceding two sections discussed human problem solving and cre-
ativity from the vantage point of the psychologist. The discussions were based
upon extensive study of the literature, with special emphasis upon material
relevant to descriptive task analyses of problem solving and creativity which
contribute to better understanding of the operations engaged in by intelligence
analysts. Although a small amount of light was shed on tke latter, it is evi-
dent that much more research is needed to reach a satisfactory level of knowl-
edge on this topic.

From the discussion of machine-oriented problem solving in section two,
it i,. clear that mechanized t.chnological forecasting in its moat g•neral form
is a formidable task, hindered by incomplete information regarditg relevant
activities and developments, high noie. level introduced by irrelevant infrrma-
tion, and unknowL goals (breakthroughs) whj.!h are not only unspecified but may
even be rejected through skepticism or sheer lack of recognition.

If progress is to be made, it appears that a more limited objective should
be set as a first milestone. This might consist at an intensive examination of
the Air Force definition of forecasting by talking to Air Force analysts and
developing a system model of the orecasting process in their environment in-
cluding all aspects from aoquisition ot source dat through generation of fore-
cast. The derivation of the model would of neoessity mwoer qumetions con-
corning indvtdual sepe In the fbreosstin pronsss mad suggest speciflc re-
search tasks to provide answers.

Since the study to deelop a oreating model was beyond the scope of the
current study, a b@StWnM was made by preparin a oM*jecud model to srve
as a guide for further stdy as well as a framework for the other work on the
project. The oonjectured model is ilbustred in flow chart fhrmat in Figure 5.

The tet which follows is a high abbreviated seplanation of the various
blocks in the chart.

1. The situation or milieu is the sum of the mats dad situations com-
prising the real world. Since events are continually occurring, the
situation is constantly changing. We think of the situation advancing
in discrete steps through 1, 2,3, ... , N.
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I
2. Many blocks in the flow cdart represent % filter (F). Since no hamL, I

being ever perceives the all of reality and since the humsn can only
work with information which is perceived, the filters repreeont the
total effects of selective perception, sensory limitations, etc., which

tend to modify human perceptions of the real world.

3. The analyst makes a preliminary effort to organize those percepts of
the real world situation remaining after the filtering process.

4. In the act of structuring the information concerning situation N, cer-
tain aspects of the information available are seen to be less important
than others. The total information content is again reduced by a f11-
tei ing process.

5. The structured information resulting from 4 is entered into the bank.
The bank is conceivad of as the total orgiuztsm - nervous system,
thoughts, memories, aperceptive mass, etc. In snort, the structured
information becomes a par of the total analyzlng organism.

6. Qut of the totality of eqxerlewee and capabilities represented by the
bank, the analyst will compare the new information to existing con-
scious ideas, concepts &Wnd Inrmation alrem within the memory.

7 - 10. Blocks 7 and 9 rereset the alteratves available to the organism
as a result of the compartiso process. U doe informaon an struo-
tured in 3 i3 thougk to be Wal~q It will be reentered in the 4n•amc
bank (10) with doet labo. If the InomatlCon Is ant omsidered uniqm
it mrey be Ibrgotta (8) or w~sied ino the bank (10) as nmamique
informetion.

11, 12 ad 15. The t•hemum tredW in the bek (10) ca either be re-
organised and restracleMz (IS) ca th basis ot do nuae
or the Infkormat asa pmlpitats a Y mmlaatioc o*ea total situ•-
tio basd on the aUic dto. mnst appropriate by th analyst. I
must be emplasined tMt sltmltlo N Is aow sifuatio N+ 1 beaiwe
time has **aPoed dungho the tbe Preeing steps took place.

13 and 14. The ra1m1Painnaon of the situation results in a now sat o In-
puts which are them filtered (18) ad identifled am being either can-
tirmttory of doe inputs of situation N or as being diffvet from them
in some way.
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1 -- 19. The reorganization (15) following the second-look inputs is
followed by filtering (16), entry into a bank (17) and filtering (18)
again as the restructured information is drawn upon for supporting
the formation of concepts (19). Having formed concepts as to general
trends or implications of the perceptual inputs, there are two basic
paths through the next phase of the process.

20 - 26. One path involves the use of the concepts formed (19) earlier as
a basis for gen6rating tentative hypotheses (21) about the implications
of the data. Both the inputs and outputs of this stage are filtered
perceptually (20, 22, 23).

24 - 26. Having formulated tentative hypotheses, the analyst must begin
looking for means to verify or reject the H. He can look to either the
outside world (24) or inside world (bank) (26) in order to identify
potential additional data sources (25). After filtering (30) the analyst
then selects (31) those sources having the most promise of being use-
ful in validating the H's he has.

27 - 28. The other path from concept formation involves the establishment
of tentative criteria (28) for validating of the H. Block 29 shows the
idea that at this juncture the analyst forms a criterion against which
the first H will be tested.

Carrying forward the additional data collection process, the selected
data souroes (31) are further reduoed by filtering and it is then time
for tde analyst to take a look at these souroe..

34 - 38. This date is gathered from either the outside world (34) or bank
(38), filtered (35, 3?) and fnaly collected (36).

39. A swrim of relevame tests (39) are then applied to this data both with
respet to validating data and validating criteria.

40- 42. The results of these relevance tests are used to .lasoify data for
storage 40. Th act of data storage is portrayed in 41. rata re--
trieval (42) for She final structuring (43) prior to anaiysls (44) and
Interpretaon (45) Is than acoomplished.

46 - 49. The tentative bypotbeels generated in block 21 is then tested (46)
in relation to the criteria generated in 28 and 29 and the results of the
analysis of the immediately preceding stepv. The results of this test
are then portrayed in 47 and 48. These outcomes are thin put in the
bank for future use in future steps in the analytic process.
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50. The analyst, based upon earlier data from the data bank, seeks to
single out possib'e actions which could be appropriate in settling the
issues before him.

51. 53, and 55. Filters which screen out various courses cf action
(things he cannot bring himself to try, cannot think of, etc.).

52. Behavioral or data possibilities from reality (note that "reality" is
part of the world from which the problem originated). The process
of using thb same wurld to sqggst ideas, supply data, and provide
the criterion is somewhat difficult to conceive and probably accounts
for much error and poor progress.

54. The usual memory process.

56. Analyst thinks up ways to tUst validity of his further data collections.

57. Feasibility estimates are made to identify the activities which would
result in supplemeftal data.

58. The alternaUves are evaluated and selected.

59. Due to nooavallablll., forgetting, seective recall or other filtering
processes, to actions which actually get exscuted (60) are comsider-
ably reduoed.

61 and 62. These inidloats that thre ar successive repetitoto o the
data acqulisitiom ad ocomeratocm processes. Presumably these steps
would be y erwn to sera In case" involving inlshtfl problem aolviM

63. Having daft to compare to mqmIPtstlcm, the am!yst can now conmpre
to his pre tablsiued orltsra. Regardless of how this comparison
tors out he eneds to p back out to compare to the real world agin.
It needs to be noted that the word chamgs with time so a preestab-
lished criterion ma so longer be appropriate. Note also that the
world is a produot of pe rceton.

(5 and 66. Thao show the result of the oomparisn and, in either cas,
the outcome of the comparison in 64 is placed Into memory in 67 where,
if thought to be a good load, one would capitalise on it, 69, and use it,
70. Otherwise, one would forget it (66) though oa might also forget
a good lead too. History seems to have numerow examples wherein
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good ideas were lost because they were not recognized as immediate
goals or even u good idea.

It in apparent that we know leant abov.t the contents of boxes 15, 19. 28,
40, 42, 43, 44. 45, 57, 64. and 69. Thesa must be better defined through
further research, an discussed at the beginning of the chapter.
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6. INFORMATION SCIENCE APPLIED TO FORECASTING

Study of the discussions in the preceding chapters leads to the conclusion
that problem solving, creativity, and forecasting have an important element in
common. They are all concerned primarily with information handling. Tech-
nological forecasting is in fact a particular kind of information processing.

There is a basic difference between information processing in problem
solving and that in forecasting. As described in Chapter 2 (section 2.1) a
problem is composed of a set of initial objects, a set of operational rules, and
a specified goal description. Problem solving consists of repeatedly applying
the rules to the objects, with the objective of reducing the distance to (and
eventually reaching) the goal. In a sense, this is a static game which can be
played over and over again, with the differences among gameb determined only
by the paths taken between the initial conditions and the ach.evement of the goal.

On the other hand, forecasting is a dynamic game in which the goals them-
solves are not known in advance. Thus, different games based upon the same
initial conditions may 1 id to different goals, all of which must be accepted as
feasible even though they may differ in credibility. Moreover, once a goal has
been achieved, the previously unknown conditions thereby discovered become
themselves part of the initial conditions for future games.

Technological brecasting may be likened to the Newton dynamics of physi-
cal objects, as illustrated sheomatically in Figure 6.1. The initial object.s are
the present state and proeset trends of technology, which may be compared with
particle pouiticos sad velocities in a Newtonian space. Many forces are brought
to bear upon the present state of techology, ranging from individual human
curlwsiy thrima material propensities of society- jocially or politically
recognlised commusal aNeds. Thwes forces act upor. the present state in accord-
ane with laws of change which are at present only vaguely understood and are
oertninly much more complicad than Newton's F-ma; better understanding
of these laws of change is an area of research worthy of support if the fore-
casting process is to be mechanized effectively. The result of the application
of the laws of cheap is a tochnology of the future which, when reached, be-
comes the new present state and present trends of technology.

The schematic illustration in Figure 6.1 may be extended by analogy to the
dynamics of a gas. The molecules of the gas correspond to the individual bits
of technological information currently known, molhcular olUisions correspond
to association or correlation of technological concepts, and chemical reaction
uniting twi or more molecules into a now supermolecule corresponds to con-
ceptual associationa leading to an advanced novel superconcoept or development
in tochnoloig.
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From the preceding discussion it is evident tQat a primary activity of any
analyst/forecaster is the handling of information. It follows that the mechani-
zation of technological forecasting is heavily dependent upon the foundations of
information science. The balance of this chapter will be devoted to a discus-
sion of the handling of information in preparslion for its use in a mechanized
technological forecasting system.

6.1 THE ORGANIZATION OF FORECASTING INFORMATION

The ultimate goal ir the retrieval and manipulation of information in sup-
port of intelligence analysis and forecasting. Retrieval implies prior storage
of not only relevant information but also control data for selective access to
stored information. Manipulation implies associating iuformation of diffsrent
kinds and from different sources to relate existing forces to the present state
of technology and to apply the laws of change; more spectfically, it implies
(1) filtering out all the "irrelevant" information while retaining all the "role-
vant" information, (2) guessing at missing "relevant" information, and (3j pro-
pouading a goal or goals which the information appaars to support. Or con-

versely, it implies conjecturing a goal and successively implementing different
associations of the retrieved information in att~em-,* to prove or (preferably)
disprove the conjecture.

For forecasting purposes it is t enough to store only technological infor-
mati-n since this describes only peft state and trends. It is oeessary also
to store characterilMions of people, orvaistis, Gaents, soolo-economic
and political mo~vatimos, oet., to reconestnut, diagoos, or simply guess at
forces acting to create change. if the system Is to make ciatie forecastting
conjecures, than the laws of ahange and the criteria for reoogniing significaM
developments must also be sored.

It should alrsad be clear that the asmet ol stHoed idormoatia is enormous.
An added complinosfcd is tha the arDaerisluom of t Information depends
upon th specific interets of 60 wee l sewr; th e10100=mos of am Item
varies with do coanjectred godl, so Oka its ralvanoe deps000 uP C point P O
view of the s t/is . The om eo dat which are used am "labels" or
"indicisl keys" or "Index terms" or 'Idesor'ptWo" for the proatc rotrieval
of Information items, must be carefily assiged im the U&i of am interdsci-
plinary and changing world of techlcp. The use of a single preassined
hierarchy of technological concepts no longer appies In ordisW lUrary
practices; it is a fortiori ncPtable for labelin the forecsoter's fils.

Technological informatimn is in fact no diferent from kovleodg In Voersl.
Its -qtruture is a noaplmnar network of concepts, with each concept connected to
many other concept through a mulUpltcIty of assocltlSon ltnkugs, as ills'-
trated in Figure 6.2. The concept A has a number of sllegtly different me~
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From the preceding discussion it is evident Cat a primary activity of any
analyst/forecaster is the handling of information. It follows that the mechani-
zation of technological forecasting is heavily dependent upon the foundations of
information science. The balance of this chapter will be devoted to a discus-
sion of the handling of information in preparation for its use in a mechanized
technological forecasting system.

6.1 THE ORGANIZATION OF FORECASTING INFORMATION

The ultimate goal it the retrievL1 and nanipulation of information in sup-
port of intelligence analysis and forecasting Retrieval implies prior storage
of not only relevant information but also control data for selective access to
stored information. Manipulation implies associating Wformation of diffrent
kinds and from different sources to relate existing forces to the present state
of technology and to apply the laws of change; more spectflcally, it implies
(1) filtering out all the "irrelevant" information while retaining all the "rele-
vant" information, (2) guessing at missing "relevant" information, and (3) pro-
pouading a goal or goals which the information appaas to support. Or con-
versely, it implies conjecturing a goal and successively implementing different
associations of the retrieved information in attoemg- to prove or (preferably)
disprove the conjecture.

For forecasting purpose it is a"t eaough to Utore only technologioal Infor-
matJ -n since thi describes only pmeet state end tre-1s. It is necessary also
to store oharacerisat•om• of people, o oplV, IIests, soolo-#ecc omlc
and political motlvati•o, olo. , to recosu t, dispose, or simply Pe at
forces acting to create chages. N the system is to make tentative forecasting
conjectuvr, them the kws of chaei and the criteria for reooopling significant
developments must alo be storod.

It should already be oleo atM Ihe am*"t ad store- inormation is soormos.
An added complati m eoMNis "e be atr~trsMe tkf hdIormatlam desaft
upon the specific Inerest al the W eftb user; the slilnficance ad an Item
varies with the comsotmnd g"a, so thai Its rlevance dIpeedL upM be pain of
view of the anilyat/oreceter. The coatrol defta Wbil an used as "labels" or
"1nditcal loys" or 14ndsz terms" or "descrIptors" thr be prasmatW retrieval
of information items, nmst be oarely assigped 2 the U& of en nterdisoi-
pUnary and changin world of tecuholop. The use of a slngh preassigned
hierarchy of tclmologioal concepts o longer apples in ordiary U3,rary
practices; it is a fortmori uacceptable for labeling the forecster's fles.

Technological information is in fact no diterit from Imowledgr in gemnel.
Its qtuoture is a uaaplanar network of onemepts, with e&h concept connected to
many other concepts through a multivilocty of association linkages, as Ilkas-
trated in Figur 6.2. TheU oncpt A as a mmamber oa sliglhly dliffrent memsinlg
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which associate it with near-synonyms in three sets AB, AC, and AD. At the
same time, A is generically related to F and G in tree structure, while B, C,
and D have a conceptual association with E in the FG tree. There is nothing to
indicate nor any reason to expect any closer relationship between A and E. the
following example is taken from Roget's Thesaurus:

G - affections (Class VI)

F - personal affections (Section U). (Sibling sections are - moral affec-
tions, sympathetic affections, religious affections)

Under moral affections are many terms, including impropriety, fxemption.
contempt, flattery, and pxishment (#972). Under punishment are a
number of forms of punishment including

E - execution, which has a relation to

D - expression (in music, #416)

C - acting (in drama, 05"), and

B - action (#80).

B, C, and D are all connected throug A, "performance." In this axampIl, A
is not in the FO tree (Clas VI: howeve, D is In Clans Il, lotion MI; C Is
In Class IV, Usction 14 Bis la Clas V, Bsti 1I; ad A Is ofourso in all
three Classes.

Moreover, the generic relationship bewe e@ A and F depends pon the
analyst's point ci view. !br suaple oompor specialists rtAk automatic
control as a particular spsoiall within informatM processing; control spe-
cilists rank informaOo procssmg u a partiular spoealty within automatic
process control. From their ow. speclallsed points co view, both are correto.

The point to emphasize is that Inbormtio oll itself Is amorpbcus. R Is
the scIentist/engher who provides the structure to serve his specialized needs.
Moreover, the assigped structe colors his point c view by providing a biased
and tmbalanoed characterlzation, with his are o spciolalzation at the center
of the technological universe. Mub a bissed vfswpoint is dstriment bodk to
progress and to forecasting. ftecp -o d aisding of knowledge mist be
continually guarded againut if mechanized support of forcoasting is to be
accomplished.

With fall recogition of the emormit of to task of acquiring and storing
all the technological, control, and force data to provide worthwhile support of
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forecasting, it appears feasible to make a substantial start through efficient
use of information science. Discussion of specific aspects of an Implement.
tion procedure will now be discussed.

6.2 SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF FORECASTING INFORMATION

In addition to the multiplicity of sorts of information, and the complexity
of the organization handling it, intelligence material includes numerous quali-
fiers or ancillary tags, such as:

Security classification

Need to know

Precedence of handling

General rr.'isb'i,., of source

Specific credib&'Ity of instant information

Volatility with time of instant informaton

Date acquired or received

Report routine with respect to time

Report routine with respect to (referenced) event

Requested report

Happenstawe cqublition

ITnial material

Ccofl.mbg material

Conflicting masrlal

Updating material

Szpplemmttng material

Forecasting probably requires repeated recourse to a file of information
which is shared with others, some of whom are involved in minor but neces-
sary tanks such as preparing current awareness digests for selective dis-
semination. Periodically the central file would be purged or updated, while
ability would be retained for the analysts, etc., to recover information which
they had once learned to recall.
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Some other system parameters would be: A large file of interdisciplinary
information which is occasionally reoriented with respect to projects or sub-
ject interests, a high degree of detail needed for indicial keys and output infor-
maUon, some means of performing validity checks as material is processed,
methods of controlling and recording access to classified material, and high
value ascribed to system speed of response. Complicated operating instruc-
tions might be permitted since the users would be a closed set. A prime
objective of the system would be the shaping or confirming of speculations.

Factors regarding forecasting, just cited, mitigate in favor of mechanized
information istorMge and retrieval. But information retrieval is not a "solved"
art. Informationi 1 subjective in nab"re; its assessment depends upon the
viewer and the oc-asion. Purveyors of information are troublesome; thoy some-
times omit detdis upon which we would like to base our system. However,
certain expedients have been time-tested, and these should be useful to fore-
casting systems:

"* Redundancy in assignment of index terms - which may permit
uncertainty as to one elemet to be clarified via others.

"* Assignment of chaining keys which may appear to have no value in
themselves, but which are moM in sstablishin relatioshilps.

Simple e@zuaps at special chainin kes could be tMs and places of
events; related eveats might be disowed by searching In temporal or special
neogbborhoods - sbject, perhaps, to oder speofflostlum. The pg ral idea
of chains i iutrated in Figare 6.3, in which ALOOL, a digital oomputer pro-
gramming language, couMd be (1) ae speolaW of a persan, (3) t. mean of
software for lisWd equIpmel, (3) inolved in the reamsn r edstso of an
organization, and (4) am appWnet a n maL

Pa- Amu"ALCA U'3~ .

igure 6.J. ilustratng a Chaining KAY
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The ftgure illustrates how such multiple associations oould be traced. Some
simplicity may be achieved by means of the Multflist a.trlbuts-value approach
(e.g., attritute EQUIPMENT - value ALGOL). Specific tasks to which inAor-
m~aton retrieval systems may be addressed include the following:

(1) Concept coordination - e.g., locating persons, organizations,
documents, etc., as described by a conjunction or other logical
arrangement of indlcial keys.

(2) Searches in neighborhoods or along strings, perhaps starting from
some previously located node or intersection.

(3) Investigation of associations, their nature and degree; forming asso-
ciations at prescribed removes.

Some emphasis on second avd higher order associations may be in order.
Ouilliano, et al., has pointed out that near-synonyms are sometimes discovered
via second order relationships. (He gives a matrix manipulation technique and
an analogue model for investigating same.) Two usages are immediately fore-
seen for higher order associations:

(1) Searching in neighborboods - sxuh as requesting all items at one
remove from a specific ibde - or at one remove subject to stated
restriotiom, etc.

(2) Relating docuumets to users, users to organizations, forces and
evefts to subeeequet evets; as well as documents to documents, etc.

The chaidnit teohnkiue which we suggest initially are those extending the
Gray-.tywee Multilist System, perhape with some attention to Cheydleur's
MIIIm .

Information storage and retreval system new have domonstrable value in
assisting formulation and reformulation of search requests. We suggest that
simple extension of this capability may also spark the speculative processes of
human analysts and forecasters, as well as retrieve corrclatbig information
from a complicated file.

6.3 POTENTIALLY APPLICABLE MEASURES

For purposes ,f exposition, we may regard measurement as being done
according to the following progression:

(1) By naming the thing measured (a "thing" being the same no matter who
views it).
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(2) By associating it with other things (which involves abstracting a quality,
consciously or otherwise).

(3) By ranking the thing in order along with other things - within the con-
text of a specified quality.

(4) By assigning numbers via units on a scale for the abstravted quality.

(6) By relating the thing measured to a "law of nature" or to empirically
determined, repeatable results.

But measurement of information - as oppused to data indeperadont of con-
text - is difficult. We can name Indicial alemeats such as person and organi-
zation refirrents, and even "etubject headings," with some hope of agreement
with otlbers with whom we work closely. We can ascribe relatiorcahips and!
a~ssociations; in a simplest vase, we may denote whether an gtem is or is not a
member of some set. We can quality relatlonshlpf sor that they will be appUlr.d
only with respect to some point of view. Ov-de'ing or ranking may be fairly
easy when done with respect to cautioua of time and space, said sibztuanally it
may be easy to establiah nierarchiss of inclusion, aec. Oar ji ýilitiex in
ass igning numbers and! in cdlaoovering "laws of nature"l or of logic Deed not be
utterly discouraginT consldcr for example PERT-charting, which permits
simulation and examination of cweucsOf failure of projected acti' :fti
or events.

Conventional measure, using =unborn, can be Invoked profitably at this
time in establishing a -iistic's of cocourremoes, and at 0.~ as . to the
end th4 subsequent, discovery of simWIar patterns am cue investigations as to
possible repetition of pwevously obeerve esults.

However, for thes preseft, h~ummi Judgment is considered ocieseasq in
deermbw*n whether a major advowes or bra .oi has occurred, or Is
forecast. A ,neohausied system could movrtees Is provide alerting signals --
psmuibly based an ladiustiom such an the ftellowlng:

* New trends in plotted cunve.

*Norms exceeded (o. g. , helicopter rotor blades exceeding the speed
oZ sound).

* Projected time schedules out of limits.

*Dependent or supporting organizations activated& or closed.

* New priorities assigned.

* Contracts or projects initiated or canceled.

* Other new forces aplied.



Extreme changes zould signify breakthroughs. Comfirmation might be Yad
through recourse to a "freakish or implausible indications" file.

We suspect that maintenance of mach a "freak file," access to which would
be kvailable to the various analyiita and forecasters, could result in more fre-
quent or confident estimates and forecasts. Tharefore, we suggest that char-
acterizations of items of the various sorts of information filed be tagged --
to indicate items involving inusually high, or low, standards of excellence
and/or high degree of aberration. For example, utilization of a low quality
v-omponent in an overall precise assembly mi.jht indicate either improved
redundancy techniques (i.e., obtaining high performance wita unreliable com-
ponents) or dý dlopment cf, say, non-linear control so that previously impor-
tant quality factors are diminished.

Cur cenirl thought in this section is that speculation is best conducted hv
the human brala, but that intelligence forecasts incur a high demand for sup-
pc rting data and information.

•'.4 GEI'ERAL NOTES ON INDICIAL KEYS

In the following section, potentially useful indicial keys are. listed of the
to'-owing sorts:

Dkauments

Persons

Forom

"Jaws" of ChaW

Tims

Places

These are rougb-md at presmnt, and are presented chiefly to illustrate the
ideas of indexing multiplicity of types of information, and of provi-J;Ig chains
via many tp of connections. The scheme is generally the same a.a that
which we have been considering in connection with the document retrieval
system (the ACM Repository) which is located at The Moore School, and which
appears amenable to attribute-vahu& Multilist techniques.
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Under each attribute, provision would be A&&s for showing where a value is
not "signed for unspecified reasons (i.e., the induxer is "not saying" why the
omission appears) versus cues where a value col•d be asuigned but it would he
among the set of "everything other than thoe specified in the authority list."
Tals distinction arises due to occasional indeterminary or gap& in sources of
information.

For each indicali, key, ancillary tap could be used to signal where ampli-
fying or expository remarks ure available upon demand.

Each indexed 4.m could be tagged iacoording to its "freakdshness."

As a major point, indexed terms - be they documents, persons. orani"za-
tions, or whatever - would be numbered and then chained with as mazn other
documents, persons, etc. u reasoable; this chaining might be via times and
places even where thee, appear to be of no significance.

Chaining connections conceivably oumld be tagged u fWllow, althoagh
techniques capitalizing on this have bowe poor)y eqiored a ye*.

* Directed versus undirected(L e. , "arS•MRI OeAde .

* Sequence material vorms sequmee inmmater-l.

SInclusio Indi d/t indiated b "arroaheas".

e Coneted teme are/'au a*. symomuio (sdjeot or not subjed to
qiml•ttoi,).

" Cmonected Items are/are &0 anho Oe (06jet or t subjot to

"* Conemmted tem n•/are adt mpeIMAbay related - as whm. they7 are
Just meuabere d the Oame, w A a I set.

6.S POTENTIAL CLANFIAIO FM FC AWrM DPORMATION

6.5.1 Puabiuhd TuahiMu flcmemAN

A - General Ntre of the Tex

1- Advanced Research (Domalis,, to sowh wthesr (1) "original smd tific
paper," (2) "provisional ,ommt.ation or preliminary =Mt," or
(3) "subJect re.iew article" in Y joordne wit UNSO/1C tMEOW*.

2- For tbJ"ct Wcal
3- Tutorial
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4- &Wvry
6- Promotional/advertisemmit
6- Reference materil/handbook
7- Tables

B - Qualifiers am to Authenticity or Completeness

I- The Original
2- Copy
3- Mass Reproduction
4- Draft

"-0- Abstract
11 - E.tract
12- Review

C - Profesqional Societies or Activities Referrent

1- Va rious, Not ndexed Here
2- Assuci.ti.m for Computing Machinery
3-. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

P, - Type of literast by Probssional Society

1- National or IMmuASIOmNal
2 - tegional
3- pecialty withlia Society

E - maoataoml Instibton Rhbrreat

1- Various, Not Indexed Hrn
2- University of Penunylvania

F - Type of Output from Academoic Institution

1- Doctoral Dissertation
2- Master's Thesis (MB)
3- Master's Thesis (MA)
4 - Research Report
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0 - Private FRsearch Foundation or Institution Refrrrut

I- Various, Not Indexed Here
2- Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton

H - Foreign Work Described in the Document

1 - PrTitish

2- Canadian

I - (Not Used)

J - Language Used in Stored Document

(Use same list as H).

K - Military Activity Referrent

I- Various, Not Indexed Here
2- U. S. Department of Deftnse (Note: Be more specific If possible).
3- IDA (Institute for Debase AnaLWOM)

8- U. S. Air lorce.

L - Oowrnmem t Activity Rebwrvt (Hom-SMi

1- Varlous, Not b edmW 8ue
2 - 00e f d PnsiduMt alSoU. B.

M- - Activity Remreo

1- Various, Not Inded ier
2- LUbrary of Comgre
3- DDC (ex-AITIA)

N - Physical Type of L.ament

1- Bound Book
2- Journal/periodical
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V

6 - M•croflm Roll

o - (Not Used)

P - Physical Condition of Document

1- Good
2- Legibility Marginal: Fading, etc.

Q - Type of Cover/Container of Document

1- No Cover

R - Color of Cover/Container

1- Extreme Mixture
2- Blue/Purple

S - Special Contents of Document

1- Abstract

4- Pbograpb

T - Manakorer or Private Compan Refrrnat

U - Mach•nery (Hardware) Refeurrat

V - Software Referrent

W - Other Versions of This Document Which are in Stored File

(Use Acceusion number of other version).
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I
X - Nuiber of Copies Hold

Y - (Special Indicators Used in Conjunction with Z-Code)

Z - Special Code (used to connect with identifying numbers in the do&ument,
contract or project numbers, sponsors of work described or of the docu-
ment itself, etc.)

Note: Covered by other means are:

"* Conventional Bibliographic Elements (e. g., authors, tide, issuing

agency/publishez, date of issue, number of pages, number of
figures. ).

"* Freely assigned descriptors and inde-; terms.

Storage and control is via accession numbers.

6.5.2 Persons

A - Theorita/MsthodolV@c /Praltiomwr/PolU~tic /Social E atertainer./
Workers

White Collar BMW Mmapre
Blue Collar Line idts e"

ftff MM"pr

B - Attaohment to Orp@UAnac <11W (e.g., U.S. Nfay)
Nfpeotft (e.g., myrem of Nava Weapo.)

C - Attachment to Dscipline (e.g. , hi m 0 mAcleer PIaiDlft)

D - Omneralized twiction r< ýh1 Neier or provider
Bapr or acqnivrM

With mitn'ised contacts

E - Education

F - Training/Special Skll
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0 Languiage Abilitie%:ýs~ o

,r~.,written
H-Nationality timesn

the present

1 - Security Clearance I(•Love1
•NN.d to Iknow

J - Age

K - Box

L - Physical Attributes

M - Health

N - Indications as to Level of Performance

0 - Avocations

P - Indications of Aberrations or Pealiaritles

Q - Con¢ alg Cam to Persom, Fquipmt, Etc. (by classes)

R - Chaim to Os.1tc ftms.

Note: Clawit solected OdMlduals as wel as groups in batches.

45.5..3 Organiatios

A - Ousnal Class or Mssion -- '-Ovrnmstal
Miltry

Reearch

ommercial

B - Products%1 7ý arWar

C - Facilities Occupied

D - Equipment Utilized
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E - Tpes and Numbers of Employee

F - Locations Occupied (Geographic)

G - Nations with which associated Veds to
Receives from__

H - Capitalization Warehouses for

JDistribtits 

to/for
I - Relationship to Other to/for____

Organizations to which senior
J - Continuing Chains (b' classes) Organizations to which Junior

Organizations with which afliated
K - Chains to Specific Items Organizations loosely related

6.5.4 Equipment

A - Hardware/Software

B - Producer: General Class/Speciflc Named Orpnization

C - Ueer: General ClasA/Speclflc Named Orpnluatlon

D - Warehouser: General Class/Spesific Named Or tc.

E - Distributor: General Clss/SpecIfic Named Ormnlsaton

F - Do tin/ s Nktoerial at hik m VeA.
Prove"e bF whiek b"il
lbwmad dweouadifat of fuuoke fe.g. * gomeric batures)

U.. to whisk eppiwg

0 - 98ndrOmMAt In whic Usmeblot so"

H - Cod/Welght/a

I External Power Re9qred

J -Mobility: portable, trmporltble, fLind, eta.

K - &sbssembly of- /Major Assembly of - /S0twae (or Bardwaze)
Related

L - Continuinag Chains

M - Chains to Specific Items
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S6. 5.5 Forces

A - Assigned Priority which organizations

"' By which persons

B - Natural Priority

C - Contracts or projects

D - Funds Allocated

E - Facilities Allocated

F - Organizations Allocated

G - Persons Allocated By names
"y groups

H - Equipment Allocated

I - "Laws" of Change Related

J - C:ontiming Chains

K - Chains to Specific Items

6.8.6 "Laws" or Rule. of Claup

A - DicrNte/Coatiauous

B - Probeblltsti/DtamfihsUo/d/eterminat.

C - Mmotonic/Non-momoaunc

D - Siogle-valued/Multi-valed (dlscrete)/Zonal

E - Aooeleratlng/Deoelerating

F - Relation to Referenced Schedule AheadBe.hind
n, acoord

G - Continuing Chains

H - Chains to Specific Items
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6.5.7 Events

A - Time r"At start

1N.Duratloc

B - Place

C - Sponsor

D - Purpose To discover
To taach
To influence or periuade
To entertain, for social pleasure

E - Likelihood of Occurrence

F - Persons Participating "ama

G - Organizatinns Participating name

H - Forces Related

I - Facilitie Utised

J - contning Chaim

K - Chains to fsocfte Mum

L - Area of Impact Ba"Bm so me", Miliftaoy. io.-politlcal

6.5.5 Tim"

A - Local (dateo-tm)

B - General Refrmone (msc as Greenwich date-tUme)

C - Day/night

D - Season

E - Weather
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V

F - Continuing Chansm

G - Chains to Specific Items

6. 5.9 Places

A - Name of Place

B - Location on World Grid (coordinates)

C - Organization

D - Nation(s) date established
date terminated

E - Continuing Chains

F - Chains to Specific Items
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7. A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR TECHNOLOGICAL PREDICTION

As has been discussed in the previous sections, the general problem of
forecasting technclogical breakthroughs is cornplicaL~ed by incomplete kcnowl-
edge of the pri'sant state of technology, incomplete knowledge of the forces
acting to change knowledge, and incomplete knowledge of the laws of tech-
nological change in resnozwe to the applied forces. In this section, mathe-
matica! model is derived which defines tachnological change in terms of ch~zige
of present state and presents statistical correlation procedureis for Minimizing
or at least reducing the uncertainties introduced by in'nomnlete information.
The m( iel bypasses the other complications of generaliz- I forecaating, naAmly
tho unspecified indeterminate imultiplicity of goaL-i, by specifying a particular
goal.

The model addresses itself to the prediction of advances to be anticipated
in specific aspects of a particular technological specialty. An stressed in thea
preceding section, forecasting is a special case ef information manipulation
andi association. It is therefore natural to find that the model is based upon
thc~ descriptor techniques of informstion science.

7.1 PRF'DICTION MODEL PAP.AU27ER8

Since the problem is only tbat of predlican the model need nft and doen
not oonsider sactos that migh~t be nede" am a cmeuf of the prediction.
Moreover, since the prediction is limited to tcoogcldevelom .ts only
those data which relate to tecw*1c and 10 prowth need to be fincorporated
ino the inkib son~o &%.~. nhere are .ertals paritmeters which must now b6
assumed within the framework astablishid above.

1. TAme must be oacmdesed as an eaplciot, Independeta variable. To
fdentify a dwlopme- __aftear the deveopment boa occUrre is not
prediction but merely huformatlon retrieval.

2. Not only the stae but also the tuobvare of tehoology Is changing in
time, If we deftao St as the 'technological structare" at time t, we
recognife that the basic plan requiresoaquiring the ms~muun pcs-
sible knowledge of fitto achieve some (as yvt urdeflned) comprieneauve
knowledge concerning the technological strwhtur. In addition, the
passage cf tim'~e (and the inherent advance in tfthaical Iaaowledge)
will modifyr i8 to Bt+. For the area of intereat, 1kmay ormay not
be equivalent to t.
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I
j3. A key element of prediction is the question of what oonstitutes a

"chm-ge." Technological development and breakthrough can be de-
fined in the following manner: Given an information matrmx St and
S,+1 , separately derived, then

a. A new product-device "Line-item" appearing at time t + 1 should be
directly related to one o0 more research line-items at t. The
appearance of this new lina item constitutes a technological de-
velopment, but not a breakthrough.

b. A technological breakthrough occurs when:

1) the set of descriptors at t + 1 is different from the set at t,
and in particular:

2) the set of descriptors at time t is not sufficient to describe
the new line-items, and either:

a) one or more new descriptors must be added without
violator j the criterion of "necessary and sufficient"
imp~led in Mep 3 of the procedures for developing the
information matrix (see section 7.2 below).

b) a new information matrix (in addition to the existing
one) must be crated.

4. A fourth parameter involves the degree of confidence and the degree
of detail which must be provided by the system before one can declare
the prediction has bee smocessfully made. At the lower end of the
scale Is a system which simply indicates a change that will occur with
a given (bM low) probability at some time in the future, without ider -
tfag eidtl 41%vmature of the change or its impact on observers.
This could very easily be dme on t's basis of a priori statistics. At
the mremely high end of the scale, one could report with high proba-
bility that Pro(. Jonse will, on July 15th, 1965 carry out experiments
which will sucoesedlly demonstrate that there is a fourth dimension.
CIeazly this could be dame only through an extremely elaborate intelli-
i•iec,. network, and some god-like prescience. The system for which
we are searching lies somewhere between these two extremes; some
of the changes from St to Bt•. with high probability.
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6. A fihb and finiJ frrameter "wvolve, the value function or pay,,ff crite-
rion to be used 1o evaluate the i'egree of eftiAveness of the problem
solving technique to be used. At firnt glane, the value function wvud
appear to be 8.. That is, the oftimate objective of the problem solving
system under consideratiop is tn- effect a mapping of aW 8t into 8.
with a minimum effort and/or elapsed time. However, S,. is, by its
very n:"ure, undefined and we are thus faced with the task o~f evaluating
whether St+1 is significantly nearer to S,. than St. In short, we lack
a quantitat!ve vdue funcUon. A poor alternaatve n, -y be simply to
assume that more information, per se, laid on St will lead to S..

The aibve serve to •ndicate that ma.ch attention shouid be given to the
definition of the problem solving taWk, before further effort is devoted to prob-
lem solving techniques, per se.

7.2 PROCEDURES FOR DEVELOPING THE INFORMATION MATRIX

As mentioned above, the modb is based upon the descriptor toeobnqm• of
information science. A!Mthouh general information tUs a network intarreation-
ship structure, specific.,0In ot the subject of interest in Im prediction (the
"line-item") permits a prolvUton of the informatIon network onto a plan" ito
the structire of an information matrix. An illustrative matrix Is shown
Figure 7.1; a more general matrix Is sbowm In Figure 1.2. Jutlfoation JSt
this simplictln is its smer,• , appilostic to the foreeatbg of tis in a

amber of tedowogloal aras; an actual example Is described blow. Ptus-
dure for generating ibs m~ix ar, as Wolows:

Rebp 1. At mq Was t9 gatr &alla ama~eutc cm. jeft area of bIstree.
1U area mmot oeial we am a am-d ice "ine-ftm.'"

Mep 2. Evahstate tase•an ldeWiU gra od.ice' •i m am." I# r
euaWls, br eo owopter msbet eld. a lHs Ilamn in be 6i
"1090 Computr."

Step 3. Conside So s of "imev I-ims" sOd dsop a list CC d807400m
which tsleforise thse lnes-Itms. The WMs of deforfp. ouet
be suffhloW to Nle-srats beatsm ea Use-Iems, yet mus t be
greater them the mlnimnm to Ids~tI$ all items wilMd

Step 4. 8e up a matrix of lines-&i versus descriptr and Wl In with
kowno data an of time to.
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Map 5. Identify all research under way which may affect obe or more of the
above descriptors. Call each research project or project class a
research "line-item."

Stop 6. Evaluate each research line-item relative to the aet of descriptors
and eatablish (for every relevant intersection), the impact of that
research ov. that descriptor, and the estimated time of any break-
through(s) which arn projected to occur. Impact will be described
in terns of a linear scale from 0 to 1. 0.

Step 7. Add all research "line-items" to matrix.

This process is repeated for each matrix at every new time period, until
production data and comparison tables, and cross-correlation factors have

been built up, such that each new matrix can be automatically predicted in

advance.

7.3 TYPICAL DESCRIPTORS FOR A SPECIFIC FORECASTING EXAMPLE

D1 General

1.1 Cost of the basic system; purchase price in dollars of % minim,-m work-
2b& rNtallation; composed of commonly used input and output, minimum
lo1c ad cotrol and storage, Internal working.

1.2 Cost of aroM go 1 -; as pwuhs prie* in dollars of an average of
0ol0 1 at #A if smu is availa"le. If not available an
sutmde shmld be developed based an the usae of similar systers at
tde tims.

1.3 *1. 4 Nb(tr O if s 1 sod 2 respectvey.

1.6 htial IauaU; the dae te AMrst system was delivered to the

D. st4em, Teolmolo

2.1 Logic Wpe; &9 Vp ofi hawe element(s) used Ju logical circuits.
e.g., batlot Core@, TrW sistors, Diodes

2.2 Ability to add module.
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P3 Process ing

3.1 Basic Pulse Repetition Rate (in megacycle. per second).

3. 2 Timing; synchronous or asynchronous.

3.3 Operation; sequential or parallel.

3.4 Number of addresses per instruction.

3.6 Number of index registers.

3.6 Binary word size (number of bits).

3.7 Decimal word size (number of digits).

3.8 Alphanumeric word size (number of chanrteres).

3.9 Add time - (Mlcrosecoods, exchlding seao.).

3. 10 Add time - (Microeeowld, InclUg aOeOS).

3.11 Mul•p• time - MicreseOMd J(euhlg aoes).

3.12 Multply tim - M oN eo (bDoAg le-eIs).

3.13 4e hcates (Weui".

D4 Rtonp

For eash %"f eOft"

4.1 R.W= to CONVdsr

hmal; wafnP 609l1e 8t maMg ft umwpud 0 wees p at f w aom-
paerau d diMrso te co en tom stoemp ado t-
Jcaly acesible to do oAmSne9.

st; orao holLtwu e m stpsm l pe"t r * oomsp r but
diresm ct to ad omboled by doe mouwter

External; storg faellnies dtvorced fhm do oompar Itsef but bold-
ing Mwwmatin as f". Lospmlb •t o oama~er.



Butler storage; a synchronizing element between two different forms of

storage, usually between internal and external.

4.2 Media; delay line, CRT, drum, tape, core.

4.3 Characteristics

Average access time; the time interval in microseconds between the
instant at which information is called from storage and the instant at
which delivery is completed, or ready for storagc and the instant at
which storage is completed.

Transfer Rate; the number of units of information per second that can
be read or written, at the maximum rate.

Capacity, (mirnimum or basic); number of units of information that the
basic system is equipped with or the minimum number of units that can
be obtained.

Capacity, (maximum); maximum number of units of information that
ieej-y-s-m is capable of using.

5.1 Mximutm number of inpus to basic or minimum system allowing bcmp
outpuat.

5.2 Maxim umber of imp" to muaximum system allowing some output.

5.3 For each tWpe of lMt possible; maimum number of this type possJ'-d.
m Wmam rawe. stiad habas e.

D comiMmatiu

6.1 Type; Of-HtMs c0-is, land-lUn.

6.2 Chmaes; 0mmber)

6.3 Rate; bits/seoumd, decimal dlgits/seoond, cbaracters/second.

D7 outpt

7.1 Maxmm mber of outputs of basic or minimum system allowing some
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7.2 Maximum number of outputs of maximum system allowing some input.

7.3 For eac~h type of outpnt possible; maximum number of this type possible,

maximum rate, special Afature..

De Physical.

8.1 Power of the basic or minimum system (in KVA or KW).

8.2 Size of the basic system (in square feet).

8.3 Volume of the basic system (in cubic feet).

8.4 Weight of the basic system (in pounds).

8.5 Minimum and maximum operating temperature (degrees).

8.6 Relative hu~midity range, upper and lower limits (percer.t)

A partly completed matrix Is shown in FIgare 7.3.

7.4 FORECASTIG MDUTMTE8 FROM RESEARCH ARIAB

The precedinag matrix displayed taformatios an be carit state of isob-
nollog. To thi must be added the n Y a actag I* aleurd b heite log. A
varticular masrix applicalds to the specifc emaple esesists at relevamc
estImates for aivasces in do azee of specifte deserIipove aboemafeg hvm
reseurch activitis in kena spseaulhis. ligwo .74 I~asdes do reipinea

estimaceas frs me th e -Ihell.Is of Fiver 7.3 Md twee specialties,
mQultIpl puoeomang "msmrcimlg and nestim

7.5 APPUCATIOK 0F MAIMIE DATA

To apply Se iekwmatim kees So iAlee deseiblai eb al 69 art and
foxce belg spplied de law of dM AMe 10010d. ThOSS lawIs AMe 290-
sarily dotermined by be spell.i Indolef au Amoz es;ý amo adbe pesi ad a
sno* to msobenise froemlieg should be to cose*sI bhees las WD alsasse
applicable to seto of --blo~s specialties mniptpes lof ocsm. A ccom.-
tional approach Is bhe IAe Of atraiiist-mi-ue A preaouom This eft oattie hr
short rupg Wfreating but beccome. prqreseivea Iss accurate IMr Icup
range forecasts.

Three examples of stra&lgin ~e Anorestiog fr om be mtrices of helms
7.3 and 7.4 are shown in P~Ure 7.5. (has observes that be laxrW COMOetSIe
are aiming toward 400 instruactions while the small cmpufter ae otdaiang
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at about 40. There is a contlnuing temdeacy for computers to be designed with
an intermediate number of instructions.

On the other hand, memory access times for large and small computers
seem to be aiming toward one and ten microseconds, respectively, with perhaps
a group of intermediate computers having four microsecond access time.

Weight for all computers seems to be headed for the 3000 to 5000
poud ranw .

These forecasts have in fact been borne out by recent developments but
new forceE have been brought into play, such as thin film memories and micro-
electronics, which are affecting the accuracy of cortinued straight-line pre-
diction. Moreover, as stated above, the iilustrative example is simpler than
the general forecasting problem for several reasons. Presumably th- matrix
approach can be used in the more intricate situations using the full information
network (as discussed in section 6); this can be determined only by further
study of the utilization of the more general information file.
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in*II I N tee*itple Information
DawFpo rorcasors l 3.ttLove1 Holoctroftice

Basic Sse
Puwchsoe Price.204

hveraga Systoo

I-*19toS Systen
R eita (Aftnual) .2 0 .

Delp, .. aitial
1m.ra~es.1Lon (1966) (1964, (94

Y as c- c 
0 0 0L o"s .9 .2 0

Basta Pulse of*
VC/e.. 0 C.3

opeu.Me .9 0 0

Ad*nobso/
looft-ostie .7 0

9 V"4 Am~t" t .2 .3

Mw r -IQWIN

Agao 0 0

Deltiuly Tim
With kea~ .6 0 0

MOMW of
I~.t-t. tions 0 0
ftecliB Fiturs . -7 .9 0

F ipr 7.4. ?yp" Relovanoe Matrix
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8. RESEARCH IN PREDICTION THEORY THROUGH GAMING

One of the purposes of this study was to plai and describe a program
aimed at developing methods which will be useful in technological analysis and
prediction. This section formulates an experimental game for studying human
forecasting strategies and describes several tasks which would be appropriate
as oomponents of such a program.

8.1 GENERAL OUTLINE OF A FORECASTING GAME

This section describes a particular experimental game which can be used
for obtaining greater insight into forecasting strategies implemented by
analysts. The game requires descriptions of a universe of both technulogical
and supportiLg information; derivatioa of a model should prove of itself to be a
contribution to mathematical modeling of the forecasting process. The acuial
play should expose forecastinL strategies which can be evaluated by statistical
techniques Specific games and specific experiments for gaining insight into
the forecasting process should be specified as results from earlier games are
attained.

The general model will no% be described. The tmiverse is a process y(t),
t - 0. 1, 2, ... , where t represents time and where the process is dependent
on oertain parameers A,, . #"* pAn. At alater stop it will be desirable to
consider the A i as varying in time, but for the present time we consider them
as fixed. We assume an addtive process y(t) - f1 (tj A , ..., Ak) + ...

+ fi (ti A, ... , An) + e. Note tQt c, is a random variable subsuming the
effecta of ktox$ o4hsu'ethe fj, and that e - e (t).

The gmivey• also contaids oerta other hmation of the parameters A i.
Althoum this mit well be gmmu'alized, we will state each as a function of i
single parameter:

L a L ,t) q... LL (An, t)

T7 playr is given a set of observal ions on y

and also observations on the functions L

_b no n. a-b
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The object of the game is the "forecasting" of ya+. I
The game is played as follows. lhe player must pay $B to play the game. The
player is given the universe information and a fixed sum of money, $C. He may
either make his forecast of Ya+l immediately, or he may purchase additional
information and then forecast. The additional information consists of the data

Ll,a -b+l, ..- , L a L . ,a -b+l, ... , Lna

We assume here that the item Liq may be purchased at a cost of Sdiq in a
sequential fashion; other arrangements may be considered.

Let 61, 62, 63, 64 be positive quantities and let Ya-1 be the player's forecast.
The following payoffs hold for the stated intervals:

Interval Payoff

Ya+1 < Ya+1 " 61 " 62 X I

ya+1<6a:i.S6^--
a+1- 61 2 Ya+1 y++1  a 2 X2 [ say " X4 X2 X5 X11

Ya+I - 62 S y&+1 < Y,+z + 6a 3

Ya+1 + S 1'a+1 ' Ya+1 + 63 + 84 X,

Ya+l+ 6 3 +6a4 S '!Sal X

f mratiorele o tehi paly is rmosge. This hus t u=utu r
of add itomal Rtm piumraed, the tWe 01 items PmUhAmd, the umimee
paruamter values, the obesivd We- Fo# p..., 7a; Lio, ... , LI, a-b;

L"o, ... , .5,oa-b,'••..., .an th pff X obtaMind.

Furthermore, the player will be oulassfied acootdg to a .mmber of vari-
ables such as age, eduational bacomd, forecastgt Oqelmres , etc.

The same porson will play the pams several times; each play shold

involve a parameter clans. Finlly

(1) his overall performance will be evaluated in terms of payoff acbieyed,
and

(2) an attempt will be made to characterize hi. strateg in terms of
various possible strategies.
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Consider for example a particular case of the genev-al game:

4 parameters AV A1 2' A• 3 A4 .

2 additive functions

f'(ti "1, I" 2 ) 1 +2 t

f2 (ti "b3' ' 4) A-3  A-4l t

y(t) = XAI + A2 t + )L3 din ),4 t + f

L1 W 2AI, L2 = 1/2A 2t' L3 - A3 + t, L4 1/2 A4

e = N(O, 16), a random number between 0 and 16, inclusive

A1 = so, A2 = -2, A 3 = 5. k4 = I

Give the player 1) items yo. ... , yg. The value YiO is determined by 0
above. Give tb-. player also

LI,01 ... I L.7; ... ; L4,01 L4,7.

Give him $1000 play mney. Charge him $500 to play the game. Make avail-
able the following inormnstion at the cost shown.

Item Cost to Player

11,8. LI, 9  $ 25

L1, I060

L ,1 25

L2,8 L2,9 2

L2 , 10  50

L3,8, L3,9 25
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Item Cost to Player

L3 , 10  $ 50

"L4,8, L4 , 9  
25

L4 . 1 0  50

Let him purchase any items he wishes. Then he forecasts YI0o The payoff
t inction might be

Y + 6 </1

lO Y10 $1,000

Y + ^ ;1 < Yl + 5 100Y1 0 +1 10

-2 Y'10 < Yl + 1 2,000Ylu 10010

- 8 S 109 <y " - 2 500

^ % •y 1  -8 200SYlO

Characterize th payer and dheae lenmpt to cSlacl se h is 3tratna. Vary
parameters and repeaL

To approach n stt of prom "s vveM be oleoeut o e pr*blm at
predod , of la, cn l In - m dn, n it v A !er e during
a game a. thin airrp a thdmbdud tMo Ar cm o f m&

RULES OF AN LLU MTIVM GAME:

1. Qtvm premsies. ulbernmdts msaw wM .•bse&

(a) Qa•ioesiM see of premdsesm areammled lbr - buy
detormidb gme.

(b) some set of preimnse wae omitd, i.e., oomplbly free
choice to. plier.

2. Premises wiU oocaioaUlly refer to history during te anm #A wen
as present circumstanoes.
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3. Rewards are given proportionai to success in second-guessing what

the pame-m-mnfacturer manufactured.

4. Purchases of additional information on the universe can be made.

8.2 SPECIFIC TASK DESCRIPTIONS

The tasks are all empirical in nature. While a very important part of the
proposed program deals with basic psychological research into human decision
prooessas, another segment uses modeling and gaming in an attempt to simu-
late such processes in environments of differing artificialty. As part of this
latter segment, the following games are proposed.

Task I: Preliminary Game Simulating Technological Change in Terms of
Parameter Change.

The point of view adopted is simply this. A forecasting system c-jn be
described in terms of people, objects, and rektionships between these. The
description is thms a set of relations involving m,my parameters. Technological
change is associated with parameter change and technological innovation and
breakthrough with rapid parameter change. Hence in this first preliminary
game, the prclemn to be studied is one of differences in speed of recognition of
parameter change by a single Wdividual who has no coutr -1 over technological
dev.iopmts, I.e., a passive on-party game. A will be necessary to

L a: Decide upon the ofmatiosl form of the process, i.e., choose y(t),
f. L1I, ... , L IIn partloular the inaavation parameter.

IU

Lbs Destrmlals do 0ost at plarfg ad tWn cost of additional W•ormation.

L o: Dtermlm nwhat aditlal Inormafton Is to be available and at what
tims.

Ld: lmow* do nile. of play and the Sane fomast.

Le: Dede wat inrmaticm should be recorded about the player mad
about his play.

L f: Dseide upon th pve decision models with which the empiri-
cal results wre to be compa red.

L g: Play the game and oompar results with models.
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If such a one-party ga ins played using mual different players with one
play for each, several different results should be obtainable, each of interest
within the context of predicting technological change.

(1) Based on Le. above, it should be possible to chsracterize players by
attributes and to correlate lbse. with degree of success in playing.
"Degree of success" can be measured by the players bankroU after the
last payoff of the game. Thus, a first step could be taken towards
identifying characteristics of individuals which are associated with
recognition of parameter change (in this limited sense) and with adap-
tion to the new situation.

(2) Based on L f. above, It should be possible to determine which individ-
uals or sets of individuals tend to folow a given prescriptive model.
Of course, it is possible that no person or group will follow any model;
however, that is an unlikely eventuality, in our opinion. And as a by-
product, it should be possible to compare the acouracy of prediction at
those groups using the prescriptive models.

(3) Experience In predictIve gmi would be *ined. This would be very
useful in Implementg later, more oompl' ated games.

Task 1: Breakthrough Recopitio. In ku e- tA Conwt.

In terms of A i •outoal seig, do me&Vft' lob oosiwts of two pa&L.
He must first idet* ohne whMi are s tl m*k ntg. Than he muft come up
with a time esUta 1. Ite. -, e ati ole tiUme w• m at" sed at which the
change is aimed will be .tA . Tedb U m M lla* lb first probAn.

Design a sesen of aeaIam t v" wchu d.to ar" presefted with bits
of uinfrmation relevas Io tM hdIabm ofa bedw~ooa1 1Mnen Lu In
observei sysism. Afbr sack bit has bee dipei, 4M subjct Is maied to
identify the liovatios, It . I will be esoary to:

ML a: Select tho siusics to be studed. Dsee besem a u~al owraft

SitUtOMn, sawe hist8oical suts, and ,IhsMIeal slsaftm.

17.b: Choos ad orgsafte te fati mmd himpat to Ow subject.

U. c: Decide upon the scope of Ot subject's rehac In eoah situadtic,

U.d: Choose the tdivjdud subjects. (Probsbl7 some acta wmal*
shold be brout Intoo the pcture at a late stop.)
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IL e: Set up a rating system for comparing the performance of the several

subjects.

IL f: Conduct the 6xperiment.

If such a one-party guam. is played using many different players with one
play for each, results should be obtainable similar to (1) above. Saccossful
and unsuccessful players should be characterized; also lnformptlon should be
obtained on normative models which actually approximate human declsiou
behavior. in addition other valuable results should arise.

(4) In studying the form of the input, results should be obtained which
bear on desirable ways of organizing intelligence data relative to the
prediction of technological cbange.

(5) In playing the game, further evidence of effective systematic proce-
dures for detecting technological change should be found.

Task M: Breakthrough Reopition in a Consetitive Industrial Context.

This task repeats 1, but now the specific environment has shifted as irdi-
cated to an active two-party game, I.e., a competitive game in which two
players have knowledge of the technology, each knows a few things unknown to
the other, and each can lnfhumos tiehiological develc4ments by causing certain
research or development activily to take place. Steps a-f are identical for II
and M .

Task IV: idm of Prio Probability Distribution in a Military Intelli-

This taUsk oad w IWwg am spek tth second part of the analysts'
job, mamely, th. timex t.

h Ws took the -j--9t In 6M what lamovation in In qaestion. After each
bit of Infor•'m•an, he Is slod to estMate the probability distribution of the
time of need satIs M The sthl would coonentrate on comparative changes
in this distributiat. Mtlalm re as in Task HI with an additional one involving
a decision so to the form I which the subject will estimate the probul•Utai dis-
tributiom.

From this game, in addition to results of the forms (1) and (2), azalngs of
(4) and (5) should bo available In a time-predlction context. The matrix format
of Section 7, althogh prevented In a two-party situation, would probably be
suitable for organjzing inpt data in this one-party situation also.
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Task V: Revision of Prior Probability Distribution in a Competitive
Induasial Context.

This task repeats IV with the indicated shift in environment. It v, ,11 1.a
played as a two-party game and provide an environment changing in "rec.
time. "

8.3 ONF-PARTY GAMING BASED ON AN INFORMATION MATRIX

This section discusaseb how input information organized in matrix form
might be used In one-party gaming. The discssion !a necessarily preliminary
in nature.

Wo begin with the definition: a new product-device line-item is called a
technological breakthrugh if its appearance at time t + I evtkes at least one
new descriptor not needed at time t. The player is given $r) avd fuicd infor-
mation matrices corresponding to time to, ... , 1m He is also given an oppoz-
tunity to purchase documents. For this purpose, documents are brief sum-
maries presenting information about research tine-items. Ho purceiase as
many of these as he wishes at time t6. ideafiem research line-items, adds
these to his matrix topether with say relevant data and time atim&blea, and
scans the doaam mns for hints at possible frthcmin breakthroughs. He may
then either predict a breakthrough sd give a tme esUtimate or be may not do
so,

hn this game there Is nm px iat faIling to ma*k a prediction. The only
penalty is ome of $Z If a breU agh oomr at Ume tk walob hao not been
predicted. And a pqmd d $ T omrs If the breaMbrugh is predie 4d proper•ly
both as go type ad as to tUmng.

Let n tranlat, this game tmo speMflo terms. lb phser 16 given $D
and filled wmastim maftse r OW e ttms Amue 1, IUS to Jmury to
19O. The object In pireottif of b 111 -es by MM In do "lars" acm-
puter ania. EHao- the - mOtrw os hae larp Im M OU mpnmw as lUn-tt&as and
ap•xopriate descrliom as colm beaNd. lbw documute whieh om be pur
chaed are m maries of aOtual re t, ar'tIles, et. appearig diL ag 160
and~ relating (or purporting Ile relate) to IBM latp computer reearch. These
ore puro•h•a•dae In random orA. The pqw numt Ad *ti 'ww largp IBM
computers on the way, list the•r a&t ss, and lMop alert fr new 4evelop-
ments that might lead to a new doesritor at a .re time. Us must .eedfct
thilz lnnovaton and its time of ap,•arancs correctly to acieve a prof. If ho
faels to predict, he is penalised.
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Altbough it is possible to pay games of this nature, it may not be dasir-
abL' to do so. Thb preparation of thO needed docunents wot-ld be a vtry con-
cIderablo job and woudk have to he done in a most painbita-kiag manner if this
game wors to be a useful one. .t is not too much to say thk,. '- value of the
game depends almost wholly on the job of document preparatior. It may be
that the time invol .-ed could be. bt..er sijent in ushig the information network in
real time to predict breakthro gts Ln a few areas by actual lIterature monitor-
ing. P.It th moment, the valuh - this gaming s.tuation ,ios with actual real-
tine situations which &lready Asa information networks for human forecasting,
where the •:ame can be prepared inexpensively and the rcsults (and tt.h-
niques) of the gaming can be compared and contrasted with the analysts' use of
the information flies.

8.% rliE STRUCTURE OF A FORECASTING GAME

The environment is ssadmed to follow the formula:

At) YQ + f2 0) + f 3(t) -r f 4(t) + c

where

f I(t) 10 sinA I t f 3(t) -30 .%3 t

f (t) A t +- 0 A
2 A2 i 2)4 f1 t 0 4

I I 0 t S iOt# A 3-0o to -S '4

I 2s9. t'S16 • 3 a .20, 50 t'S8

Ias,$ITSt'Sb A 3$-.60 . 9 St'S 12

XI -4, 25 StoS 32 A 3".80 .13 S t' S 16

A 3 =-.90 .17 :5 t' S 20

A3 -. 95. 21- 1t' S 24

A 2 1, 0t, .16 IN3A .98, 26 1tt'_128

A2 =0.5,17 t'32 A 3= 1.00, 29S t'S 32
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A 4.1 0 S 9,4=

e:N(0, 4) x 4  1.00 , 10i.t' 5 25

A 4 %T.0 , 26< t' s 32

y(t) Is computed for 0 !5 t' s 32

In addition w.- have the functions ji(A1 ), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, as follows

I)~+ x
ii3 V33 3

24X2 10-A2 J4 (A4 ) 84 4

->-,c Ji(i) are also computed for 0 s t' s 32.

The pblayer ic given y(t) from tt - 0 to t' - 16. He may purcbase informa-
tioau ou the jj(A1 ) before each prediction. Prices should be low relative to the
playci s initial bankroll. &appose that he starts with $W400 and that Information
costs $1.00 per bit. Suppose also that he rooeives $60 for each prediction
which mheses by less than 3 units, zero dollars Ar those betwen 3 and 5, and
losee $10 if his prediction misses by more than 5 units.

This game entails a very rudimentary atemnpt to simulate a breakthrouOh
when this phenomenon is viewed as an abrupt dhaW in one of the parameters
of an ot,.3erved systumo For ewuppl, the jirameter A4 is varied In a stepwlse
fashW4 .•, &-d the Intent of the game is to ideatf players who ad~at their pre-
dicti•ns rapidly to the chwng. There are clealy mao variations possible.
Liter gpming would consider a breaitdhrou. a# a oontimums process.
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